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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1962Dr Pasinetti2 enunciateda remarkableresult.
Pasinetti's Theorem:

Considera system in which the labour force grows at some exponentialrate n',
technologicalprogressis Harrod-neutraland occurs at a constantrate n", and therefore
the " effective" laboursupply,measuredin " efficiency" units,risesat the raten = n'+ n'.'
Suppose further that one can meaningfullyidentify a class of income receivers-the
" capitalists"-whose sole source of income is earningsfrom capital, and suppose that
this grouphas a propensityto save (averageand marginal)equalto s,. Call the remainder
of the community" workers" and assumethey savethe fractions, of theirwageor interest
income.

Then,if the systemis capableof generatinga " golden-age" growthpath along which
income, consumptionand capital all grow exponentiallyat the " natural rate " n, this
equilibriumgrowthpath has the followingremarkableproperties:
1. The steady-staterate of returnto capital or rate of interest,r*, dependsonly on
the rate of growth n and on sc according to the simple formula r* = n/se; it is therefore

of theworkers'savingpropensitys, or of the formof the production
completelyindependent
function.
2. The steady-statecapital output ratio (KIY)*, the capitallabour ratio (K/L)*and
the share of income going to capital a* = (rKIY)* are also independentof s,; again,
they dependon n/sc, but also on theform of the productionfunction.
From this surprisingtheoremcome other remarkablecorollariessuch as: if sc is
unity, a situationthat Pasinettiassociates(pp. 277-278)in particularwith a socialiststate
-although the associationis questionable,as indicatedbelow-then it follows from (1)
that r will tend to the naturalrateof growthn, and savingwill approachthe Swan-Phelps4
golden rule of accumulation S = I = P, where P = rK is total income from capital.
A resultof this generalityputs us all in debt to Dr Pasinetti,and is worthyof further
studyand elucidation,whichis what we offerin this paper.
1 ,We should like to acknowledgehelful researchassistancefrom Felicity Skidmore,and financialaid
from the Ford Foundation and the Carnegie Foundation. Helpful comments were received from the
Harvard-M.I.T.mathematicaleconomics colloquium. In' particularwe are indebted to R. Solow and
G. LaMalfafor helpful criticism.
2 Luigi L. Pasinetti, " Rate of Profit and Income Distribution in Relation to the Rate of Economic
Growth", Reviewof EconomicStudies,29 (1962), 267-279, a seminalpaper.
3 To sidestepthe complicationsthat come in when KILgoes asymptoticallyto zero or infinity(when
capital is incapableof being widened fast enough or slow enough), we first posit that positive labour is
needed to produce positive output, and that n is positive but not too large. We remove this simplifying
restrictionin the Appendixwhich gives an exhaustiveanalysisof possible pathologicaldivergences.
4 T. W. Swan, " Of Golden Ages and Production Functions", presented at the Round Table on
Economic Development in East Asia (InternationalEconomic Association), Gamagori, Japan, April
1960 (revised 1962), mimeo., 18 pp.; E. S. Phelps, "The Golden Rule of Accumulation", American
EconomicReview, 51 (1961) 628-643; J. Robinson, " A Neoclassical Theorem", Review of Economic
Studies,29 (1962), 219-226, with Commentsby R. M. Solow, P. A. Samuelson,J. E. Meade et al.; C. C.
(Kyklos, Verlag,Basel, 1962),96 pp.
von Weizsacker,Wachstum,Zins undOptimaleInvestitionsquote
T
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(a) First, we shall show the limitedrange of the workersand capitalistssaving coefficientswithinwhich the above formulationof the PasinettiTheoremis valid. Outside
that rangewe formulatea theoremthat is dual to it and of the same generality. It too
involves a paradox,namely that the averageproduct of capital-the reciprocalof the
capitaloutputratio-to whichthe systemsettlesis, this time, equalto n/sw and completely
independentof the sc propensityto save out of profit or of the form of the production
function. All the other golden-agevariablesof the system depend only upon n/sw and
on the formof the productionfunctions. The completedualityof all this withthe Pasinetti
theoremis notableand we state the generalcase that coversall contingencies.
(b) A second, though relativelyminor purpose,is to help dispel the notion, which
seemsto havebeenentertainedby some readers,that Pasinetti'sanalysishas some peculiar
relevanceto a Kaldorianalternativetheoryof distribution,of the typepresentedby Kaldor
in 1955, 1957, 1961,and 1962,or to some versionof a " Cambridge"theoryof distribution.' The following lead sentenceof Pasinetti(and indeed his whole lead paragraph)
might predisposethe readerin the streetto this view.
" Oneof the most excitingresultsof the macro-economictheorieswhichhave recently
been elaboratedin Cambridgeis a very simplerelationconnectingthe rate of profit and
the distributionof incometo the rate of economicgrowth,throughthe interactionof the
differentpropensitiesto save"9(p. 267).
Otherpassagesmay give the impressionthat the majoraccomplishmentof his analysis
is to remove " a logical slip ' (p. 270) in the Kaldorianformulationwhich allowed for
some saving by workersbut did not permit these savings to accumulateand produce
income.2

Actually, as Dr Pasinettimakes clear at many places (and in particularin the long
footnote on p. 276) his analysisis one of the greatestgenerality. His theoremappliesin
fact to any system capableof a golden-agegrowthpath. But, preciselybecauseof this
great generality,his analysiscan in no way help us to discriminatebetweenalternative
theoriesof income distribution. In order to make this point perfectlyclear, and for its
own sake, our own analysisshall deal primarilywith a neoclassicalproductionfunction
capableof smooth factor substitutionand with the case of perfectlycompetitivemarkets.
Laterwe shall providesome indicationsof how the analysismight be extendedif either
of these conditionsfails.
(c) Finally, we shall investigate,and prove, the stabilityof the Pasinettigolden-age
in the case whereit is valid. That is, we shall prove that the systemwill asymptotically
approachthe steady-statefrom arbitraryinitial conditions,at least in a local neighbourhood of that uniquestate. And whereour anti-Pasinettigolden age holds, in which the
workers'savingpropensityis all important,we demonstrateits global asymptoticstability.
Our asymptoticstability analysis, which can be extendedin considerablemeasure
to certain cases of fixed-proportionsand distributiontheories differentfrom that of
1 N. Kaldor, " AlternativeTheoriesof Distribution", Reviewof EconomicStudies,23 (1955), 83-100
(reprintedin Essays on Valueand Distribution,pp. 228-236); " A Model of EconomicGrowth ", Economic
Journal,67 (1957), 591-624 (reprintedin Essays in EconomicStabilityand Growth,pp. 256-300); F. Lutz
and D. C. Hague (eds.), TheTheoryof Capital(1961), pp. 177-220,from the 1958 CorfuI.E.A. Conference;
with J. A. Mirrlees," A New Model of EconomicGrowth,"Reviewof EconomicStudies,29 (1962), 174-192.
Cambridgewritingsrelatedto Kaldorism,but not necessarilyidenticalwith it, are J. Robinson,Accumulation
of Capital (1956) and Collected EconomicPapers, 2 (1960), particularlypp. 145-158, " The Theory of
Distribution"; Exercisesin EconomicAnalysis(Macmillan,London, 1960),Essays in the Theoryof Economic
Growth(Macmillan,London, 1962); D. G. Champernowne," CapitalAccumulationand the Maintenance
of Full Employment", EconomicJournal,67 (1958), 211-244; R. F. Kahn, " Exercisesin the Analysis of
Growth", OxfordEconomicPapers, New Series, 10 (1958), 143-156.
2 Actually, it might be argued that there need not be a " logical slip " in the Kaldorianmodel, if it
will merely assume that the propensityto save out of income from capital is s, whether that income is
received by capitalists or by workers. This hypothesis, which may or may not be empiricallysound, is
certainlynot logicallyself-contradictory-as our colleagueProfessorSolow has pointed out to us. Actually,
such a model has been extensivelystudied by many writers as can be seen by looking up the references
Uzawa (1961), Solow (1961), Inada (1963), Drandakis (1963) and still others in the valuable bibliography
to F. H. Hahn and R. C. 0. Matthews, " The Theory of Economic Growth: A Survey", Economic
Journal,74 (1964), 779-902.
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marginalproductivity,must not be confusedwith the problemof stabilityof the instantaneousdifferentialequationsof capitalformationand growthat continuousfull employment (or at any other posited level of employment). Dr Pasinetti'sstability analysis
seems to be relatedto the instantaneousratherthan asymptoticstate. In the context of
fixed-coefficientmodels, such stabilityanalysisbecomesvery intricateindeed. We shall
not here attemptto clarifythe real and formidableproblemsposed by such a model for
theoriesof distribution(and/orfull employment)of macroeconomictype.
Our generalanalysisis shown to applyeven though capitalistsand workersmay be
dividedinto any numberof subcategorieseach with a differentpropensityto save. On
this growthpath the rate of interest,the capital-outputand the capital-labourratio always
dependat most on but one of the variouscapitalists'propensitiesto save (the maximum
one), and are completelyindependentof all the others.
In view of the many nice propertiessketchedout above which hold for an economy
satisfyingthe saving assumptionsof the present model, it is with some regret that we
must confessto most seriousqualmsover the empiricalrelevanceof these assumptionsnotablythat relatingto the existenceof identifiableclassesof capitalistsand workerswith
" permanentmembership"-even as rough first approximation. These qualms and the
groundson whichthey rest are set forth in the concludingsection.
II. THE NEOCLASSICALFORMULATIONOF THE MODEL
Let total real output be producedby labourL and by total physicalhomogeneous
capitalK.1 Total K is split into two parts, KCthe capitalof the " capitalist" class, and
K, the capitalof the class whichreceivesat least part of its incomefrom labour.
For simplicity,the productionof consumptionoutput C and of net capitalformation
= dK/dt is assumedto involve the same capital-labourfactor intensities; this conventional Ramsey-Solowsimplificationmeans that total real net output Y can be split
up into real consumptionC plus real net capital formationK, and for properchoice of
units can be writtenas Y = C+K. All this is summarizedin the relation
Y = C+k = F(KC+K,, L), a constant-returns-to-scale function 2
K = K,+Kg k =K

w

...1

For analyticalpurposeswe find it frequentlyconvenientto deal with variablesexpressed
per head of the " effective" labourforce L; variablesso expressedwill be denotedwith
the same letter as the correspondingaggregatesbut in lower case. Thus y = Y/L,
k = KIL, kc = KC/L, etc. With this notation, equation (1) in view of its first-degree
homogeneityproperty,can be rewrittenas
y = F(k, l) =f(k),

aF(k, 1)

_

f'(k)>O

... (1')

wit,h d2f(k) = f "(k)<0 in consequenceof " diminishingreturns". We shall posit neoclassical smoothness and substitutabilityand perfect markets, under which conditions
competitionwill enforce at all times equality of factor prices to factor marginalproductivities,3 namely,
1 Heterogeneityof capitalgoods can, undercertainspecialassumptionslike those underlyingsurrogate
capital models, be introducedwithout necessarilyvitiating the results.
2 The assumption of constant returns to scale is essential both to Pasinetti's and our own analysis,
for otherwisethe concept of a golden age steady state becomes self-contradictory. If depreciationis mK,
then F(K, L)+mK is the function for gross national product.
3 Of course w is the wage rate per efficiencyunit if Harrod-neutraltechnicalchange is going on. As
we shall see in Section 10 below, for most of our results it is not necessarythat r and w be equal to the
marginalproduct of capital and labour.
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interest or profit rate = r = Total Profits = P

Total Capital

K

Pc+ pw

K

= marginal product of capital = aF(K L) = f '(k)

Total Wages W - Y- rK
=
=real wage rate = w = - -aL
L
Labour
= f(k)-kf '(k).

... (2)

We shall also denote the averageproductof capital Y/K = f(k)lk by A(k), which is the
reciprocalof the capital-outputratio K! Y, and note for later referencethat, with a wellbehaved production function, i.e. with concave f(k) having the propertiesf '(k)>O,
f "(k)<0, k is a monotonicdecreasingfunction of r, while the averageproductA(k) is a
decreasingfunctionof k, i.e. A'(k)<0. Finallywe shall use the symbolo(k) to denotethe
share of income accruingto capital,for given k, i.e. oa(k)= rk/f(k),which reduces,when
marginalproductivityrelations are valid, to the ratio of marginalto averageproduct
f '(k)/A(k).

Now, the basic savings-investmentequations for the two classes-which hold for
all time periods,short or long-can be writtendown:
Tc =c ScPc= sc(rKc) = scKc@F(Kc+Kw, L)

a~~~~K

.w= Sw(W+Pw) = sw(W+rKw) = sw(Y- rK+ rKw) = sw(Y- rKc)
= Sw[F(Kc+KKwL)

Kc@F(Kc+IKw L)]

(3)

The first equationsays that the total saving of the capitalistclass, and hence the rate of
growth of their capital Kc, equalssc times their total profits. The second equationsays
that workerssavings,and hence the rate of growthof their capitalKw,is a fractionof sw
of their total income, consisting of wages W and income from their capital, rKw,or
equivalentlyof total incomeless capitalistsincome.
Equations(1), (2) and (3), or the equations(3) alone in their final form, give us a
determinategrowthsystemin (Kc,Kw)once we are giventhe time profileof labouremployment L(t). Now we posit the usual exponentialgrowth of the labour force, which we
equate with labour input L(t), implyingL(t) = Loent(with the understandingthat the
naturalrate of growth n could include Harrod-neutraltechnicalchange, in which case
interpretation).Hence
L must be given an efficiency-unit
L=L(t) =Loe",

L=n
L

k

L
L

k

(K/L)
K/L

kc_C Knc
kc

Kc

k
K

w = kw
kw

Kw

k

K

n
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Using the equations(3) to substitutefor KC/Kcand kI/K, in the right-handside of the
last two equationsand writingk as shortfor kC+ kw,we obtain
k

c = s r-n
c

= scf'(k)-n

kw= S Y-rK+rKw
w

n = swf(k) -rk + (swr-n)

w

= S

w

A(k)-f'(k)
w
k+[swf'(k)-n]

sf(k) -kcf'(k)n
w k

lv

... (5)

a system of two simultaneousdifferentialequationsin the intensivevariableskCand kw,
and not explicitlycontainingany dependenceon time.
For convenientfuturereference,we can combinethe equationsof (5) to show, after
varioussubstitutions,that
kc kw _ (kikw)
2k
0
kc

W
(kClkw)

kw

dependingupon whether

... (5)
kC

a(k)sc -sw

w 5 _[1_-(k)]sw
This criterionis remarkablein that it does not containn explicitly.
III. POSITIVE STEADY STATE SOLUTION
To find the steady state equilibriumvalues of k, kw and kc, say (k*, k*, k*), we set
kcand kwequalto zero in (5) and solve the static equations
scf'(k)-n

= 0

sw[f(k)- rk] + (swr- n)kw= 0,
or
f '(k*)= r* = _

Sc

S=
w

A(k_) ff(k*)
- swf '(k*)
n
w

~

~ ~

~

av.productof capital-marg. productof capitalk*
k
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ sn
SW

_

-

SW

k*
k-

_

ck*)sc

-

SC

A(k*)

SC

s

[1 - (k*)]Sw

Thefirstof theseequations(6) willbe recognizedas Pasinetti'sTheorem: on the equilibrium
= IlK,/KW= n), the rate of interestis determinedby n
growthpath (whereK/K = KClKC
and sc only. To this value of r* therecorrespondsin turn the uniquecapital-labourratio
k*, the unique averageproductof capitalA(k*), and its unique reciprocal,the capital
output ratio k*If(k*). Hence these ratios are also independentof sw; but still they do
depend on the form of the productionfunctionF or f. Note also that all solutions of
(6) dependon (n, sw,sc) only in the ratio form (se/n, sw/n).
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Howeverfor the solution (6) to be economicallymeaningfulit must satisfy the nonnegativityconditionkW> 0, k_ > 0. The implicationof the firstinequalitycan be inferred
from the secondof the equations(6). Sincethe numeratorof the expressionon the righthand side is the differencebetweenthe averageand the marginalproductof capital,which
is necessarilynon-negative,the denominatorof the fractionmust be positiveif kwis to be
non-negativeand finite or,
SW<SC.

...(7)

i.e. the workers'savingpropensitymustbe smallerthan that of the capitalistsif Pasinetti's
theoremis to hold. This same inequalityis implicitin Pasinetti'sinequalityconditions
(6) and (7). Butwe musthastento add that, though(7) is necessaryfor Pasinetti'stheorem
(as we have characterizedit) to apply, and though (7) is necessaryfor many versionsof
the Kaldoriantheory of income distributionto yield economicallymeaningfulresults,
(7) has in generalnothing to do with the existenceand stability of a steady-statefull
employmentequilibrium,as we shall presentlyshow explicitly.
As for the secondnon-negativityconditionkc > 0, we can see from(6)'s last equation,
derivablefrom (6)'s other equationor from the criterionat the end of the last section,
that
< =ox(k*)sc= nfk*
sWw
j~~fk*).

...(8)

This inequalityis seen to be morestringentthan (7) sincethe capitalshareac(k)is generally
less than one, and empiricallyvery much less than one. Thus if oc(k*)-i, and sc = -,
Pasinetti'stheoremcould not hold for swany higherthan a modest0 05.'
Inequality(8) has some correspondenceto Pasinetti's(6), which says sw< y, since
in steady-state equilibrium when I/K = k/K = LIL = n, we have I/Y= nK/Y=

k
nf-.

However, Pasinetti'ssimple inequality2 is ill-defined,since outside of the steady-state
equilibrium,I/ Y could take any value whatever; and even on the equilibriumgrowth
1 These numbersare econometricallyreasonablefor a mixed economy like the U.S., U.K., or Western
numberswould seem to come from an argumentlike the following.
Europe. Rather different-appearing
" Supposecorporationspay out in dividendsonly 2 of their earnings(whichconstitutemost of the earnings
of capital) and individuals all save about one-twelfth of their disposable incomes. (Such numbers are
econometricallynot too unrealistic.) Then identify sC = 1-2 = 3, sW = 11 and find that we can stay in
the Pasinettiregimeif mcKis about one-fourth." Actually, of course, the above behaviourequationswould
lead to the old Kaldormodelwhose logicalconsistencyis criticizedby Pasinettiand defended,as a possibility
in our footnote 6. So, sticking to the notion that only one saving propensityapplies to the workerclass
regardlessof type of income, we would have to reinterpretthe above data as follows. If people know
that along with each $2 of dividendsthey receive, there is saved for them $1 in ploughed-backcorporate
earnings and that this can with reasonableconfidence be deemed to yield them equivalent (and lightly
taxed!) capital gains, they will (and there is some econometric evidence that they actually do) include
their share of imputedcorporateincome in their true income and will adjustaccordingly(althoughperhaps
not on a 100 per cent basis) their saving out of so-called disposable personal income. Hence, a pure
capitalist may prudentlyspend 65 of his dividends and still end up saving 1 of his true imputedincome.
If workers are stubbornly to end up with the same sw for their share of capital income-a somewhat
implausible hypothesis-they must spend 47 of their dividends to keep sw = 21L. Who will buy the
stock that some people are liquidating? Anyone who fully understandsthe meaning of equation (3) will
know the answer: the saving out of wages will be just enough in the model to match the overspending
out of dividends. Repeatedlywe give our reservationsabout the realismof the strictPasinettiassumptions.
(Warning: if one tries to oversimplifyreality by forcing it into the mould of simple propensitiesto save
of people and corporations,one should realize that a corporate propensityto save of -. reflectsin real
life Kuh-Meyereffects in which-to oversimplifyreality again-all of corporate investment is not autonomous with corporate saving independentof it. E.g., if a corporation has a marginal-propensity-toinvest its " cash " eamings of L and a marginal-propensity-to-save
of i, then in all Keynesianmultiplier
formulas for effective demand, the relevant marginal leakage coefficient is not 3s but rather 3-6.
One gets bad realistic predictionabout comparativestatics of mixed capitalism if one fails to take these
interconnectionsinto account-preferably in a less crudemannerthan describedhere.)
2 After further discussion of the crucial limits on swls,, footnote 11 will return to the meaning of
Pasinetti's(6).
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pathf(k)/k is not a given of the problembut a characteristicof the solution,if any, except
possibly in the very special case of fixed productioncoefficients,where K! Y might be
identifiedwith the technologicallydetermined(minimum)capital coefficient. Our (8)
has the meritof makingexplicitwhatmustnot be left ill-defined,namelythat the inequality
sW <oc(k*)sc must hold preciselyat k = k*, the k that correspondsto r* = n/sC. In what
followsby r*,k* andotherstarredsymbolswe alwaysmeanthe magnitudethatcorresponds
to the root of Pasinetti'sequationf '(k) = n/se, an equationthat must be distinguished
from the theoremsthat can sometimesbe relatedto it.
IV. LIMITS ON THE PASINETTI THEOREM
To understanda theoremyou must understandits limitations. The numericalrange
of the parametersw for which Pasinetti'stheorem is applicableis severelylimited, as
indicatedby (8). Let us see why, in termsof the comparativestaticpropertiesof equations
(6).

First considersc positiveand swzero. Thenfreezen and sC,and considerthe implication of highervaluesof the parametersw. For swzero, sinceboth (7) and (8) are satisfied,

we shall have r* = n/sc and k = k* corresponding to r*. Furthermore, k* = 0 if sw = 0,
and hence k*Ik* = 1.

Now let workersbecomethrifty. At first positive swwill continueto satisfy(7) and
(8) and thereforer* and k* will be unchanged. That is Pasinetti'sremarkabletheorem.
Clearlyk* has become positive, showing that k* must at first be forced down by rising
SW. Thrift on the part of workers, as long as sw is sufficiently small, gives society no lasting
appreciableper capita benefit; it merely causes capitalistsof unchangedthriftinessto
end up with less of the unchangedper capita wealth.

How does this come about dynamically? Start out in (r*, k*) equilibriumwith
Sw= 0. Now let swsuddenlymove to a permanentpositivelevel, thoughstill smallenough
to satisfy (8). The new flow of workers'saving will transientlyincreasek above k*,
decreasingr below r*. Even though Y beginstransientlyto grow fasterthan n so that y
rises, the lower interestrate meansthat the capitalists'Kcgrowsmore slowlythan before,
whichmeansmore slowlythan n. Hence,kc initiallydropsbelowthe old k* = k*. Once
this is understood,it is easy to see that kc will not continuepermanentlyto fall but will
instead approachthe new criticallevel for k* given by the next-to-the-lastequation(6).
It will have permanentlydeclinedto this level only when k* has permanentlyrisento its
new appointedlevel as givenby the properequationof (6). (Note: therecouldbe damped
oscillationaroundthe new equilibrium,as will be shownlater.)
Fig. 1 illustratesthis by exhibitingthe behaviourof kmand kr-the values of k and
kc on the golden age path to which the systemtends as t-> oo-in functionof sw, and for
a fixed value of n and of sc. For concreteness, we have frozen sc at - and assumed o(k*) = I
The dashedlocus, beginningas a straightline parallelto the abscissais the graphof k'.
Within the range of applicability of Pasinetti's theorem, i.e. sw<oc(k*)sc = 0 05, we know

kmis a constantk*. The behaviourof k' is shown by the decliningsolid curvestarting
at k* on the abscissa. Withinthe range of validityof Pasinetti'stheoremwe know that
kc = k* and hencethe equationof its locus is givenby the secondof equations(6), which
can be convenientlyrewrittenas
k*1e1-swoe(O)
~
1
ISSc

SC
k*lslk*
l-

1e= 2swkV
20Sw
-

-5sW

For
= 0, k* = kV. But as
rises k* becomes a smaller and smaller fraction (and
s.,
a growing fraction)s.,of the unchanging k*, until for sw = 0 05 k* reduces to
k* becomes
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zero and k* = k*. Here the applicabilityof Pasinetti'stheoremand hence of equations
(6) ends. The dottedcontinuationof the graphof the secondequation(6) into the negative
quadrantis of no economic significance. Instead, as we shall presentlysee, the valid
extension of the kj curve is the heavily-shadedhorizontalaxis itself. Similarlywe will
see that for sw>a(k*)sc,k' = kw will rise above k*, increasingmonotonicallywith sw,
as shownby the risingportionof the dashedcurvelabelledk**. It will be presentlyshown
that the behaviourof k', k' and k' in this rangeis coveredby a theoremcomplementary
to Pasinetti'stheorem,its dual. The generaltheoremwhichcoversboth caseswill demonstrate the remarkableduality results: for sw on the left of the dividingline, k'
V,
k , k"
+

4

kC
k"
4ekX-jk**

o
005

0-10

[ Sw
015

FIGURE1

Behaviourof k' and k' for fixed n (assuming o(k*) =

4; sC-

the value determined by the condition that the marginal product of capital must be equal
to n/s, (and hence k' is totally independent of sw). But, on the other side of the dividing
line ka = k**, the value determined by the condition that the average product of capital
must be equal to n/sw (and hence km is quite independent of sc). The system in its wisdom
will pick out of the dual regimes the one that gives it most per capita income and capital.

V. THE FUNDAMENTAL

DUALITY THEOREM

To establishthese resultslet us examinecloselyjust what happenswhen condition(8)
fails to hold, i.e. when
SW> nf.k*)

= Ak

=

(k*)sc

(9)

Dr Pasinettihas not exploredthis case althoughseveralpassagesin his papersuggestthat
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the systemwould not tend to a steadystate and in fact might even be incapableof maintainingfull employment.' It shouldbe immediatelyapparentthat,as long as the production
functionis well behaved,failure of (8) or even of (7) to hold cannot interferewith full
employment,whichis insuredby conditions(2). Whathappensinsteadis that, eventually
the rate of growthof capitalists'assets will become and remainsmallerthan the rate of
growthof workers'assetsand also smallerthann. Thisin turnmeansthat,asymptotically,
the capitalists'shareof totalwealth,will approachzerowhiletheworkers'
kcas wellas KCIK,
will approachunity.
share,KWIK
This conclusionmaybe seen in manyways,the most conclusiveinvolvingexamination
of the mathematicaldifferentialequations(5). The economiccommonsense is also very
clear. For we have seen that as s, rises from zero throughsmall positive values, k* is
forced down to make room for growingk*. What happenswhen kc' has been forced
down to zero, which(6) showstakes place at the criticallimit where(8)'s inequalitybegins
to take over?
must inevitablyresult in a decline of KC/Kand kc
An increasein sw beyond oc(k*)sc
towardzero. This is seen immediatelyin the extremecase wheresw exceedssc, since then
the workers'savingsout of profitsalonewill grow at a fasterrate than can the total of all
capitalists' savings. In the intermediate case where sw is between sc and oc(k*)sc, the same

resultcan be demonstratedas follows. Beginin the Pasinettik* point with some positive
kc: then Kc is growingexactly as fast as n by definitionof that point. However,it is
now impossiblethat Kwand K shouldbe growingas slowlyas n at this point; the criterion
level, (9) impliesthat Kwis growing
(5')'s numeratorshows that, for any positive KC/Kw
fasterthan Kc, and hence both Kwand K are growingfasterthan n at the Pasinettipoint.
Hence, k grows beyondk*, and r falls below r*, now dictatinga definitefalling off of kc
toward zero. But despite the decline in kc, total capital k must continue to grow past
kV. This conclusioncan be establishedfrom the followingequationfor k whichis implied
by the two equations(5):
i
(Sw ) nf(k)+rkc(sc-sw).
..
In the firstplace this equationconfirmsthat, when (9) holds, k is positiveat k* since
SW >

n

k* = (k*) c

f(kn)

It also showsthat k must remainpositiveand hencek must continueto growat least until
-= w > f(k*) But
n fk*
f(k)
since for k>k* we must have r<r*, kc must continueto fall indefinitely,fading toward
zero. The limiting value to which k tends, say k**, can then be inferredfrom (5") by
settingk equal to zero and disregardingthe last term. We thus find that k** must satisfy

it has become large enough for the first term to vanish, i.e. until

k**

= SSW.Or, as we preferto expressit in orderto bringout the duality
the condition
f(k**)
of our theoremto Pasinetti's,the system must approachthe equilibriumkk' = k**
1 " . . . if (6) [the equivalent of our (8)] were not satisfied the system would enter a situation of chronic

Keynesianunemployment. Similarlyif (7) were not satisfiedthe system would enter a situation of chronic
inflation" (p. 269). Actually all that one can say is that II Y must always be a weightedmean of the nonnegative (sc, sw) coefficients,never lying outside their range because neither factor share can be negative.
IIY = SC# sWwould imply zero wage share, and II Y = sw # sCwould imply zero profit share. But that
is as far as mere arithmeticcan take us. To infer inflationfrom sc<I/ Y and unemploymentfrom s,,>I/ Y
requiresbehaviourhypotheses of a particularand special sort. Thus, in some of our neoclassicalmodels
characterizedby inflationlessfull employment,golden ages emergewith s,, = II Y>sc.
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wherek** is the root of the dual relation
A(k**) - f(k**) _
k*

...(10)
sw

by notingthat, with kc tendingto vanish,the limiting
This resultis readilyunderstandable
behaviourof our systemreducesto the familiarSolow processwith a singleclass of savers,
namelythe workers. It is well knownthat sucha processdeepenscapitalto an asymptotic
k
which agreeswith our result
limit given by the Harrod-Domarequation K= =k
Y f(k) n
above.
In summary,a system with sw>ck(r*)sCis bound to have the following asymptotic
properties
_

lim
t-coo

K

-

1, lim Kc =0
t-+ o

K

lim w =lim k= n > lim kc

t +> Kw

t-+0 K

t -i0 Kc

limn(kc, kw) = (0, k**)

t-+00

n
lim k = k**, the root off(k**) =
k*
t_+0
SW

k**>k*, the root of Pasinetti'sf (k*)

n
Sc

lim r = r** = f '(k**)<f (k*) = r* = n
to

lim Kc = r**S<r*S

t-eoo Kc

SC

n, or lim-C <o.
t- oo k

To reinforceour common sense proof, suppose the system has come into the k*
configurationdefinedby Pasinetti'sf '(k*) = n/s. Fig. 1 shows it will pass out of that
state when sw> x(k*)s5. Why? Becausefor any positive division of k* betweenkc and
kwwe shallbe at the verticallevel of some definitepoint on the descendingcurveof Fig. 1.
On that line kc and kwwould growin balance; but now take notice that sw has increased,
movingus rightwardof the curve(dueeastwardI); if lower swwould keepK,, growingin
balancewith the unchangedrate of growthof Kc,then highersw means Kwgrowsfaster
at k* than does K, Hence, we are on our way to a new equilibriumpoint-the one we
as the only(thatis, as the overwhelmingly
havecalledk**,identifiablebyconsideringworkers
only) sourceof asymptoticsaving.
This leads to another, perhapsmore sophisticatedway, of understandingthe two
cases-Pasinetti's and its dual opposite. Consider the artificialcondition where the
capitalistclass never gets a chanceto do its Marxian" primitiveaccumulation": set Kc
initiallyzero. The resultingsteadystate is the familiarone of Solow et al., in which the
uniformswof the singleclass determinesthe goldenage we have denotedby k**, the root
of f(k**)/k** = n/sW. Now, is this specialsteady-statestablewhen we test it by bringing
1 F. H. Hahn and R. C. 0. Matthews,op cit., devote a page of their masterlyreview to the Pasinetti
analysis. After describingthe Pasinettiregime, they correctlymention in a footnote the possibility of the
Dual regime in which k0-*O; but they incorrectlystate the possibility of a third regimewhere " the assets
of wage-eamers,while not growingat the same rate as those of capitalistshave become a negligiblefraction
of the latter" (p. 799, n. 1). Actually, if s,, is positive, our generaltheoremshows that it is impossiblefor
k,,,->Oin the manneralleged.
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an iota of positive KCinto existence? The answeris clearlyYes, if we are in the range
of the dual theoremwhere(9) holds. For a little Kc will initiallygrow at the rate scr**.
and -*
k**
k*
k*
I i mle f(k**)
ock)s,
> f(k*) and
definitionf(k**)
(n
since
f(k*)
Now,
defintion
sincbyby
n and(9)
Now,
ipes
therefore r** r*. Thus s,r** <scr* = n, and K, will grow slower thanL, so that kc = KC/L

will tend to vanishagain,movingus back towardthe initialsolution. On the otherhand,
if we are in the Pasinetti range, sw<oc(k*)s,, then, by the same token, scr**>scr* = n
and hence the initial kc will grow displacingthe initial equilibriumto a new equilibrium
with r = r* and hence k = k*, the Pasinetti solution.

Fig. 2 illustratesthe criticalboundaryof the Pasinettirangeand of the rangeof the
curvef '(k) at the k*
dual theorem. The heavy n/sc line intersectsthe marginal-product
abscissa. If sw is very small, the n/sw line marked 1 will intersectthe averageproduct
curvef(k)/kat a k** level lowerthan k*. So Pasinetti'stheoremwill apply. Alternatively,
let sw be so large as to bring the n/w line down to 3, which intersectsthe AP curve at
k**>k*. Then workers' saving will dominate (and ultimatelycompletely dominate)
and we are in the domain of the anti-Pasinettidual theorem. Evidently,the critical
watershedis at 2, wheren/sw intersectsAP at the same k* level wheren/sc intersectsMP.
The critical ratio for sw/sc is where it equals (MP/AP)*; but this last is preciselythe
definitionof relativecapitalshare x(k*).l (The aestheticeye will resentour alwayswriting
and not its dual sw 2 cx(k**)sc,but careful study of Fig. 2 will show that
SW2 a(k*)sc
4

these are equivalentcriteria.)
From equations(10) and the above discussion,we conclude that when sw exceeds
a modestcriticallevel, Pasinetti'stheoremmust be replacedby the following:
Dual Theorem. When sw 2

(k*)sc = nf(k*)/k*, the steady-state growth path to

whichthe systemtends has the followingcharacteristics:
(i) The rate of interest,the capital-labourand capital-outputratioand thereforealso
the distributionof income betweenwages and profitsare completelyindependentof the
capitalistpropensityto save sc.
(and its reciprocalthe capital-outputratio) are
(ii) The average-product-of-capital
independenteven of the form of the productionfunction,dependingonly on the rate of
growthn and the workers'savingpropensityaccordingto the formula(Y/K)** = sw/n.
(iii) The remainingratios and the rate of interestdependon sw/nand on the form of
the productionfunction.
(iv) If Kc is ever positive,its ultimategrowthrate will be less than that of the system
as a whole.
1 Why did Dr Pasinetti'smathematicsnot warn him that his was only a fraction of the story? Well,
it did. But it whisperedratherthan shouted. In his equation(13), p.272, he notes that the factor (I-sw Y)
must not be zero if he is to be able to cancel it out and arriveat his final formulas. Who can be blamed
for thinking such vanishing to be an unimportantsingular case of razor's-edgewidth? Unfortunately,
it is the content of our Dual theoremthat the above expressionwill asymptoticallyvanishfor all sw 2 oc(k*)sc,
as will be evident if only k** counts asymptoticallythere. P/K= r** is still determinate,but not from
the p. 272 equations. Our Dual theoremcorrectsthe absurditiesimplied by an attempt to confine reality
to the Pasinetti theorem'sconsequences. Thus, suppose the last capitalistwent permanentlyto work for
a minute a day: the careful reader of pp. 272-274 might be forgiven for concluding that economic indeterminacywould suddenly result, as he panders over the words . . . " the behaviouralrelation (scP,)
determiningthe rateof profitdropsout of the picturealtogetherand the rateof profitbecomesindeterminate.
... (The parametersw, which remainscannot determinethe rate of profit!)" (p. 274). Once our Dual
theoremis understood,no cataclysmicindeterminacysets in: the determinateasymptotefor P/K becomes
r**= c(k**)nIsw,where k** is definedabove in terms of nlswalone. Economic intuition is vindicated.
In Dr Pasinetti's importantfootnote on p. 216, the differentialequation sc[F(K,L)- W]= knL+Lk
is erroneous,being patentlyinconsistentwith our (3), (5) and later (51'); an asymptoticidentitywas wrongly
used in derivingthis differentialequation purportingto be valid at all times. The correctformula, which
togetherwith (3) or (5) will lead to all valid cases, is given by our equation(5".
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The generalformulaethat cover both theoremscan be stated as follows. For any
variableX, let X' denotethe limit whichthat variableapproachesas t- cc.
General Theorem. Then: (i)
(k* = root of f'(k*)
k

=

Max (k*, k)**) where tk**

root 0ff(k)

-

n
Sc
= n

w
r = Min (r*, r**) = Min [f '(k*),f '(k**)] = Min [

. ..(12)
f

'(k*))]

(Y/K) = Min [A(r*), A(r**)] = Min [A(r*), SW.
n/s,v, 7nsc

B1

\I

2~~~~B
3~~~~~B

k

I
k*l* k* k**

f

f'(=P k)

k-KIL

FIGURE2
The intersection of n/s, with the MP curve of interest at A determines the Pasinetti equilibrium. It
is the actual asymptote for the system if, and only if, sw is small enough to make the n/sw intersection with
the average product curve occur to the right of A, as at B3. If sw exceeds the product of s, and capitalists'
relative share GCk,the k3** Anti-Pasinetti point becomes the asymptotic equilibrium.

(ii) The ultimateallocationof k' between(kc, k') is givenby (0, k**) = (0, function
of swln alone) if sw _ o(k*)sc; and, if sw<o(k*)sc, by positive numbers (fJ1k*, fl2k*),
wherek* dependsonly on se/n and wherethe fractions/,j depend(for fixed k*) only on
SW.1

1 The reader can construct a diagram dual to Fig. 1. Now sc is on the horizontal axis, with sw fixed.
On the vertical axis, k' is a horizontal line marked k** and k** up to the critical SC= swIch(k*)level. In
this same dual range ko = k -**-0, the horizontal axis. For larger sc, we are in the Pasinetti range: k'
now rises in a convex-from-below broad market k*; kc' rises from zero to positive levels along the k*
branch, but could eventually decline with sc if diminishing retums were strong enough; k', on the other
hand, must be helped by an increase in sc, just as it is by an increase in sw.
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VI. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Now we revertback to the neoclassicalmodel to show that our golden-ageequilibria,
(k*, k*) or (0, k**), are stable in the sense that when the sjs, is appropriatefor each it
will in fact be approachedasymptoticallyfrom all sufficientlynearby values (kc, kw).
Weuse standardlocalstabilityanalysisto provethatanysmalldisturbancefromequilibrium
will be followed by an asymptoticreturnto it. We are unableto state a global stability
theoremin the Pasinetticase becausewe are not able to rule out the possibilityof limit
cycles. If they could be ruled out, our unqualifiedlocal stabilityconditionswould entail
global stabilityfor all positiveK's.
Begin with Pasinetti's(k*, k*). Around this positive level, expand the differential
equations(5) in a Taylor'sseries,retainingonly the first-degreetermsin the divergences
(kC-k*, kw-k*) = (xl, x2), deriving linear differentialequations for (xl, x2). For
notationalconvenience,replacethe subscriptsc and w by 1 and 2, to get

[x

[x2].(13)

[k]*

=

where the * outside the matrix indicates that we evaluate its elements as the partial
derivativesof (5) at the equilibriumlevels (k*, k*). [In a moment, we shall perform
similar stability analysis of our anti-Pasinettiequilibrium(0, k**), putting ** on the
relatedmatrixof partialderivatives.]
The calculatedresultis

[ak]*
Putting -A

scf"kc

[scf"kc
L- sf"lkc

...(14)

(swf'- n)J
-swf"kc+

akJ
in the diagonalof the matrix,we calculateits characteristicpolynomial
I

,&(2) = A2 +[(SC _SjV)( _f "1)kc +(SWf

- 22)

= (A -21)(

+n)]A

+

(SWf

I'+n)(-_f

"1)kSj

= ?-

...(15)

The bracketedcoefficientsof this polynomialare seen to be both positive,becauseevery
factor in every term is assuredly positive for

sw < a(k*)sc

<sc,

<0,

f

swf

' <scf

'

=

n.

And the positivenessof these coefficientsare the knownnecessaryand sufficientconditions
thatthe realpartsof both Arootsbe negative-which does assurethe local stabilityproperty.
How local is local? That is never easy to specify. However, if initially (or,
equivalently,ever) KC= 0, obviously it is forever zero and the motion will approach
the (0, k**) asymptote. However,the slightestpositive perturbationof kc will send the
systemawayfrom that point so long as sw< a(k*)sc. And our analysisconfirmsthat there
exists no locally unstableequilibriumpoint in the positivequadrant.
Will the ultimate approachto (kg*,kw) be by means of dampedoscillationsor be
monotonic? That dependson whetherthe Ai roots are complex or real. Eithercase is
possible. Thus rewritethe characteristicpolynomialin the self-definingnotation
22 + [a1a2

==

+a312+a3a2

0.

Then by makingthe discriminant(aa2 +a3)2 -4a3a2 negative,we get dampedoscillations
of the focus type; and by makingit positive,we get monotonicstabilityof the nodal type.
The numerical cases (c1,,

c3)

(1,

,

1) or (1,

2,

0-01), both of which appear to be

admissible,lead respectivelyto dampedoscillationsand simpledecay.
Let us now test the local stabilityof our dual equilibrium(0, k**), which prevails
when sw> c(k*)sc. Now our linearapproximationhas the matrix

[a]**

[scf '(k

-n

0

]

..(16)
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whose A roots will both be clearlynegativebecauseof the relations

O=
=

sfk**)
f(k**

-

n> sf'(k*)
>sf

-

n >jwsf'(k**) -n

(k**)n

.. (17)

With local stability assured, what about global stability? A phase diagramcan
verify that our dual equilibriumis stable no matter what non-negativevalues (kc, kw)
are perturbedto take on initially. For now the locally stablepoint (k**, kc**)= (k**, 0)
falls on the horizontalaxis, so that for a limit cycle to surroundit the variableswould
have to become negative,which is a contradiction. Thus, our dual-theoremequilibrium
has true stabilityin the large.
It is remarkablethat this generalsystemhas both a unique equilibriumand unconditionallocal stability. To emphasizethis recallthat a similarsystemin which all profits
are savedat an sc rateand all wagesat an swratecan, even in the well-behavedneoclassical
case, easily(for sw>sc) have multipleequilibria(of which some are unstable).'
VII. CONCEPT OF A GENERALIZED GOLDEN AGE
Ihis is perhapsthe place to dispose of a terminologicalambiguity. A person unsophisticatedin the conventionsof mathematicsmightbe inclinedat first to expecteverythingin a " golden age " to be growingat exactly the same percentagerate. And in the
casewhereone of the variables,sayKc,werezero,he mightbe puzzledoverhowto interpret
its KC/Kc= 0/0 rate of growth. The applied mathematicianis used to singularcases,
where nice distinctionsmust be made between things being non-negativeand positive.
To avoid sterile controversyover semantics,he will define a " generalizedgolden age "
as a state which, includingthe standardone as a specialcase, goes on to includesteadystate configurationsin whichsome of the equilibriumratiosare zero.
Our dual-theoremcase is an examplein point. Kc, if once positive, grows forever,
neverapproachingzero. Butthe ratiokcO- becauseL growsfasterthanKc. Now consider
two situations,one whereKC 0 and k' 0, and two whereK 2>0 and k-2-0. Although
kC-+kl,the divergencebetweenK and KcO-+o! The mathematician,with his concepts
of " relativestability" of ratioslike (Kc/Kw,KC/K,KC/L)is not at all perturbedthat some
different extensive variables show infinitely-divergentbehaviour. And actually, once
the literaryeconomisthas thoughtthe matterthrough,he shouldnot be perturbedeither.
For the phenomenonhas already been occurringunnoticed in the standardPasinetti
case and is not peculiarto the dual-theoremcase.
To see this let sw<ca(k*)sc,and suppose the system starts out on the equilibrium
path,with [KC(t),Kw(t),K(t)] = [KC*(t),K*(t), K*(t)] [kc*ent,k*ent,k*ent].Now suppose
that at some date to we bomb out of existencesome capital, say some Kc. After to the
systemfollows a path [Kl(t), K4(t), K4(t)] differentfrom the equilibriumpath, because
of the initial disturbanceK*(to)-K l(to)>0. As we know from the stabilityanalysis,all
divergencesof per capita magnitudesfrom equilibriummust go to zero in the limit:
(kl, kl)-(k*, k*). But does this "relative stability" also imply " absolute stability",
namelythat jKl(t) - K*(t)Iand IK,(t)- K*(t)Itendto zero? Theansweris, not necessarily,
surprisingas this may seem to the literaryintutition. It is easy to show by numerical
illustrationsand by generalizedstabilityanalysisthat the absolutedivergence,
K1(t)-K*(t)I = b(t)
1 See the papers by Uzawa, et al. of the Hahn-Matthewsbibliographycited in footnote 2, p. 270.
Mr Edwin Burmeister,in a currentMIT Ph.D. thesis, has contributedto this same subject. We leave as
an open researchquestion the problemof whetherthe Pasinetti equilibriumcan fail to be globally stable
becauseof the existenceof a limit cycle.
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need not approachzero, but may insteadincreasewithoutbound; in fact when plottedon
semi-log paper (as in Fig. 3a) the absolutediscrepancymay approachasymptoticallya
positivelysloped straightline with a slope smallerthan n, the system'snaturalrate of
growth. In otherwordsthe discrepancycan grow exponentially,thoughat a rate smaller
than n.1
Thus, we have already had in the Pasinetti range the same infinite divergenceof
absolutemagnitudesthat is apparentin the Dual range. Why not? When on semi-log
paper one curve approachesa positive-slopedstraightline asymptotically,the eye sees
a vanishingdivergence; but when we translateinto absolutenumbersthe magnitudesof
the divergence,it can often be shown to become infinite. The sophisticatedeye knows
how one must allow for the propertiesof exponentialsand ratios.
Fig. 3a shows how (Kc, Kw,K)-*(k*L, k*L, k*L) in a Pasinetticase, as indicatedby
the fact that all their curvesend up parallelingL's growthrate. The brokenlines show
that no lastingper capitaimprovementwill resultfor societyfrom a small increasein sw
alone: the new K path approachesthe old asymptote,as Kccomes to lose whatKwgains.
At the bottomof Fig. 3a we haveplottedthe absolutedivergencefromthe equilibrium
path discussed above, namely 6(t) = K*(t) - K'(t).

Note that 6(t) -a straight-line growth

path with slope <n.
Fig. 3b shows the asymptoticbehaviourin our dual ease. K" approachesthe curve
of total K, which ends up parallelto the growth of L. But Kc ends up with the slower
growth rate scf '(k**)<n, and becomes of vanishing relative importancein the limit.
Now if sw is increaseda little more, the broken-linesshow that K and K" end up permanentlyhigher,withper capitaproductpermanentlyhighereven thoughultimategrowth
rate is the same. The capitalistsend up permanentlyworse off, with an ultimategrowth
rate that is definitelylower. [The readercan show that an increasein sc alone would, in
this case of 3b, raise capitalists'ultimategrowthrate but have a negligibleultimateeffect
on society'sgrowthrate or per capita magnitudes. In Fig. 3a, the readercan show that
an increasein sc will permanentlyraisetheper capitaratiosk* and k*, but k* can actually
be loweredif the elasticityof substitutionis low enough.] 2

VIII. GENERALIZATIONTO MANY CAPITALISTOR WORKER CLASSES
Now that we have given a rigorousanalysisof the Pasinettiand Dual theorems,we
can rapidlyconsidervariousgeneralizations. Dr Pasinettiindicatedin his paperthat his
theoremcould be appliedto a world in which " the non-capitalistsmightbe dividedinto
any numberof sub-categoriesone likes " (p. 274),eachhavinga differentsavingpropensity,
He has not, however,investigated
say sI >s2 > ... >sI, provided,of course, s, <40)s.
the casein detailnorthe casewheretherearealso anynumberof subcategoriesof capitalists,
havingdifferentsavingpropensitiesS4>s2 > ... >SI. Clearly,the simpleformular = n/se
cannot then hold, since it would give N different(and inconsistent)values for r. The
correctsolution is found by examiningthe followingextensionof (5)'s savingequations,
.
. +k', and j = LjL, the constant relative fraction
where k is short for k+ + +. +kN+k.'
1 Mathematically,previous stability analysis showed that kc(t) = k*+al exp (Alt)+a2 exp (A2t)+R,
where the remainderterm R is dominatedby exp [t max (real part of A1,real part of A2)]= exp (tm), for
short. Perturbationsaffectonly the aj coefficients. Hence, the divergencedefinedabove can be written as
8(t) = be(n+m),1[I+p(t)]

where p(t)-+p(oo) = 0. Providedn>-m =-Max [realpart of Aj, we have infiniteabsolute divergence.
One instancesufficesto show that this conditionis easilypossible. Letf(k) = oclk', s - 0 (or "small "),
=-n(l-oc).
sC>ocs,. Then, we find from (15) above, m = Max [-n, scf"kc] = Max [-n, -n(l-c)]
Hence, n>(1 -oc)n = -im because 1-cc must be a positive fraction. Q.E.D.
2 At this point, the interestedreadercan be referredto the Appendix, which brings to completion
the above analysisby consideringexplicitlythe problemsthat arisewhen KILtends eitherto zero or infinity.
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of labourers who belong permanently in the jth non-capitalist category:
k=

[sf'J(k)-n]k

1, 2, ..., N)

(i=

k = sJ[f(k) -kf '(k)]Aj+ [si f '(k) - n]kJ (j
Pasinetti Case

=

.. (18)

1, *.., M)

Dual Case

500
|

L /L(t)
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K,K

f
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FIGURE 3

In the Pasinettiregime,K, Kc and Kwall approachthe asymptoticgrowthrate of labour. The broken
lines in 3a~show the effects of a small increasein sw,,with ultimate K trend unchanged,as Kc loses what

K, gains. 8(t) plots the absolute divergencefrom the equilibriumpath attributableto an initial reduction
in Kc, a divergencethat goes to infinity,but becomesnegligiblerelativeto K or L.

In the Dual regimeof 3b, K andKwapproachthe growth rate of L; Kc grows toward infinity, but at

an asymptoticrate lower than Kwand K, so that the generalizedgolden age is dominatedby K,,.
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Quite obviouslysetting(kW,..., kU)simultaneouslyequal to zero will lead to a selfcontradictionunless
0
s'f'(k*)-n
2=k>=...

=kN.

InevitablyK4will grow faster than Kc; at best, k1can become a positiveconstantwith
all otherkc diminishingto zero, since kI/K' < 1/Kl.
Thereare then only two possibilitiesfor
[kl(oo), k2(oo),

k1N(oo); k'(oo),

...,

...,

namely

km(oo)],

lal* 0, ... , O; 03, ... , bm*]

wherethe positiveb* and a* add up to k*, the Pasinettiroot of f '(k*) = n/sc; or
[0, 0, ...., 0; b *,~ .. ., b**]

where 1b0**>k*. These Pasinettiand Dual-Theoremextensionscan be summarizedin
a thirdgeneraltheoremthat includesall previoustheoremsas specialcases.
GeneralTheorem. Let k* be the root of f'(k*) n/Maxi(s') and designate the
respectiveextendedPasinettiand extendedDual cases accordingto whether
Si=

Max [st,

...

,

St] >oa(k*) Max [sl, ..., stN].

. .. (19)

(i) In the extendedPasinetticase, all
(k1; kj)-+(a*, 0, ..., 0; b*, ..., b*), with
f '(al*+b*+...+b

...(20)

= r*= n

Whilethe interestrate is independentof the form of the productionfunction,the ultimate
values for other starredequilibriummagnitudesdepend on n/4l accordingto the form
of the productionfunction. [See Equation22 below.]
(ii) In the extended dual case (kQ;kJ)-*(0, ..., 0; br*,

...,

b **), where

k** = bl**+... +bM*
exceedsk*, and is the root of
m [f(k**) -k**ff(k**)]s

AwA- k**= 0.

I

...(21)

n -swf (k*)

Now r** is below r* and, like all equilibriumdouble-starredmagnitudesis a function
of n, all the

(SJ)

and (A.), and depends on the form of the production function.

(iii) In everycase,the relativemagnitudesof b* or b** areincreasingfunctionsof the
respectivesJw the workers'group with the highest saving propensityends up with the
largestcapitalper capita,whichin the extendedPasinetticase is completelyat the expense
of the othergroupsin society.
(iv) There is a fundamentalasymmetrybetween a worker and capitalistcategory.
Thus,if one of two capitalistswith the samesI startsout with morewealth,he " endsup"
permanentlyaheadby a finite" per capita" amountof k*. Indeed" his " extrak* forces
an equivalentreductionin the k* of his class colleagues,since the total k* of the class is
unchangedandhencethe kj,*of all workersis left unchanged. This last conclusionholds
even in the dual case, exceptthat of courseall k* end up zero in that case.
u
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However, suppose some one worker or subgroup of workers should somehow
begin with more kJ, (or more k4MAj), the ultimate per capita effect upon other
workersin the samejth category,upon other workersin a differentcategory,or on the
ultimatekc of any capitalistgroup is null in every case. High initial klAj gets washed
out in the end since alwaysequation(18) ends up with
f(k)

kJ(oo)

-

kXf '(k

)

f

=

....(22)

Sw
k'(oo)

kX-S
j= 1

kw,(oo)

independentlyof any initial or penultimateconditions.
[As in our earlierSectionVII discussion,the effectson absolute(Kc, Kw,K) magnitudes
must be distinguishedfrom effectson relative(kc, kw, k) magnitudes. If one memberof
the si capitalistclass has some of " his " K' destroyedby fire,in enoughtime his absolute
wealthwill havefalleninfinitelybehindthat of his colleagues,eventhoughhis (diminished)
principalgrows at the same rate as theirsand thoughhis shareof ki(oo) declinesby only
a finite amount. Supposea cohort of workerslose some KJwto fire. We have seen that
time washesout this effectas far as theirultimateper capita k4(oo)1Ajis concerned. But
the absolute effect of the fire on their KJ(t), which is given by the b(t) divergence
of kJ(t) exp (nt), can be shownby an extensionof footnote 1ic's mathematicsto be capable
of growinglike exp (n+ m)t where n+ m> 0, and m is the maximumreal part of the A
roots appropriateto the linearstabilityanalysisof (18).]
The proof of all these statementscomes from puttingall the k termson the left-hand
side of (18) equal to zero, and then searchingthe resultingstaticalrelationsfor relevant
non-negativesolutions. Stabilityanalysisis not presentedhere, but would representa
extensionof our earlierdiscussion.
straightforward
IX. SOME IMPLICATIONSFOR THE GOLDEN RULE AND
ITS ALLEGED RELATION TO SOCIALISM
Our GeneralTheoremhas one interestingcorollarythat Dr Pasinettihas commented
on, and somewhat surprisinglylinked with a " socialist system". (Section VIII, pp.
277-278.)
Corollary. If thereis one capitalistwhopermanentlysucceedsin savingall his income
(and if Max [siw]<oc(k*)wherek* is the root of f '(k*) = n), then in enoughcenturiesthe
system will-independently of all other saving propensitiessw and s?-approach the
Golden-Rulestate of Swan-Phelps,that golden age characterizedby maximumper capita
consumption,in which r* = n and I = P.
Dr Pasinettihas associated this case of sl = 1 with socialismon the ground that
"the state as such cannot consume" (p. 277) and hence must have a propensityto save
equal to unity. However,since the governmentuses resourcesto providemany kinds of
currentserviceswhich it could financewith its propertyincome in lieu of taxes and since
it could always distributesome of its propertyincome by gratuitoustransfers,it would
seem that socialism, in the usual sense of the term as involving public ownership and
management of (some or all) means of production,is neithersufficientnor necessaryfor
the analyticresultenunciated. This is of coursenot to deny that governmentpolicy can
of the rateaccumulationin socialistaswell as mixedeconomies.
be an importantdeterminant
We emphasizethe centuriesthat may be involvedto stressthat we are talking here
and everywhereof hypotheticalsteady-stateswhich will never quite be reached from
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other states and whichmay be closely approximatedonly after such long periodsof time
as to make the models'realismquestionable. Of course,this is no more a point against
Dr. Pasinettithan againstSolow, Harrod,Joan Robinson,Meade, Samuelson-Modigliani
and othergolden-agemongers.
X. NEOCLASSICALDISTRIBUTION THEORY ABANDONED
OR GENERALIZED
Most of the above seem to rest on marginalproductivitynotions of the ClarkWicksteed-Solow-Meade
type. But if one examinesthe basic Equations(3) and all the
steps leadingup to (5) and beyond,' it will be found that no direct use has been made
of equation (2)'s marginalproductivityrelations. There is no necessityto identify the
interest rate relationsr = f '(k) with the partial derivativesymbol OF(k,1)/Okor with
df(k)/dk! All we need is that r shouldbe a determinatefunctionof KIL,but that function
need not be the above derivative. Thus, even if there are not smooth substitutability
propertiesposited for (l)'s productionfunctionor even if Chamberlinianimperfectcompetition intervenesin factor or commoditymarkets,our analysiscan still be applied. If
Kalecki, or Boulding,or Hahn, or Kaldor, or Schneider,or WalterReuther,or Thiinen
come forwardwith some alternativetheory of distribution,providedonly that the profit
rate is a decliningfunctionof the ratio of capital to labour-call it r = O(K/L)2 -both
the Pasinettiformalismand our variousduals and generalizationsof them remainvalid.3
Now the positive wage rate becomesf(k) -ko(k) ratherthanf(k) -kf '(k) and oc(k)
becomeskq(k)/f(k)ratherthan kf '(k)/f(k). The basic equationsare now
kc= [scq(k) -n]kc
kw= sw[f(k) -ko(k)] + (swP(k)- n)kw.

As before,we are in the Pasinettior Dual anti-Pasinettirangedependingupon whether
k**<k* or k** >k*
where
k* is root of q(k*) = n
Sc

k** is root of f(k**) =-.
k*
S,
1 The stabilitymatrix(14) and (16) is a minor exceptionto this. See footnote 1, p. 289 for modifications in our stabilityanalysiswhen marginalproductivityrelationsare dropped. The Appendixdiscussion
of pathology would also requiresome minor modifications.
2 For an excellentsurveyof these diversetheoriessee K. W. Rothschild," Some Recent Contributions
to a Macro-economicTheory of Income Distribution," Scottish Journalof Political Economy,8 (1961),
173-179. [Warning:many macroeconomictheories,e.g. Kaldor's,excludethe existenceof a +(k) function].
3 After we had completed this analysis, our attention was called to the valuable paper, J. E. Meade,
"The Rate of Profit in a Growing Economy ", EconomicJournal,73 (1963), 665-674, which gives many
of the results for the case of a Cobb-Douglasfunction that we had also arrivedat. While we find much
to admire in this paper, we think unfortunatethe impressionthat many readerswill get from Professor
Meade'swords " . . . the' neo-classical' resultwill be true in its simplestform if s,>x(k*)s, [ournotation]
while the ' neo-Keynesian' will be true in its simplest form if,s,<oc(k*)s," (p. 669). If the term " neoclassical" is used as we use it, merely to indicate existence of smooth derivativesaF/aK, a2F/8K2, and
competitiveimputationof factor prices, then the range of validity of the Pasinettitheoremas against our
Dual (and General theorems) has nothing peculiarly to do with this smooth differentiabilityissue-as
our earlier analysis showed and as this section furtherilluminates. This remarkof ours would seem to
apply too to Dr Pasinetti's " Comments" on Meade's paper, EconomicJournal,74 (1964), 488-489; but
it should be interpretedin the context of our later Section 12's discussion. If neo-Keynesianis used merely
LIL = n-we
as an O.K. word for valid arithmeticidentities-such as the implications of YlY = t/K
are all neo-Keynesians. Along with rejectingthe notion that some particularrange of the s,,/s, parameters
has a neo-Keynesianas against neoclassical significance,we question the imperialisticnotion that the
" neo-Keynesianresults hold in general" if the words " neo-Keynesian" are here interpretedto involve
any or all of the following notions: I must be thought of as in some sense autonomous marginalismis
a modem irrelevancy; effective demand problems are always vital; income shares alter (in the long or
short run) to equilibratefull employment; causation of interestor profit determinationruns from growth
rates of labour and not from impatience, thirftiness, and " technical productivity". Many of these
elements enter into certain models that we often choose to analyse, but there is nothing universalabout
such behaviourequations.
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This presupposesthat more capital relativeto labour means lower r, so that 0'(k)<0
even if +'(k) =#f "(k). We shall againhave as watershedbetweenthe two regimes
sW<oc(k*)sc Pasinetti
Sw> 0c(k*)sc Dual.

Fig. 2 still applies,but now with the MP curveno longerhavinga marginalproductivity
interpretation.The AP curvestill does have an averageproductinterpretation.
Let us illustrateby a " bargainingpower or a just-wageor Kaleckimarkuptheory
of production
of distribution". A stringentexamplewill be the case of fixed-coefficients
a la Leontiefand early Walras. Suspendingour disbeliefin the realismof such a model,
we write
C+Ik = Min (k

-) =

Lf(k) = LMin (

I.).

(1)

whereL has been definedin units such that 1 L is neededto produce1 unit of C or of I,
and wherekt is the minimalcapital-outputratio (measuredin years). In this specialneoneoclassicalmodel, capitaland labour are " needed" in fixed proportion,and whichever
happens to exceed this critical balance is redundantfrom a currenttechnicalpoint of
view. (I.e., f'(k) = dMin (k/kt, l)/dk = l/kt for k<kt; = 0 for k>kt; and is indeterminatelydefined as anywhereinbetweenfor k kt.) Marginalproductivitycan
certainlynot determineoc(kt)becauseof the kinkedcornerthatf(k) has at k = kt.
Jettisoningmarginalproductivity,supposecollectivebargaining,the State,or KaleckiChamberlinmarkupalwaysgiveswagesthree-fourthsthe total product,givingthe remaining
one-fourthas profitor interestto ownersof capital(in proportionto the quantityof capital
they own). This is a fairly bizarretheory since, for all but a razor'sedge of KILa kt,
one or the other of K and L is quite redundantand would becomea free good underany
regimeof ruthlesscompetitivepriceflexibility. (Thus,it is hereimpliedthat, even if total
K wereredundant,a smallprivateownerwho lbringsinto existencesome furtherK is able
to commandthe samer profitas existingcapital. Thereis then a greatdivergencebetween
privatepecuniaryreturnfromK and " the true social return"). The constancyof relative
shares sounds, in one aspect, like a pseudo Cobb-Douglasfunction with coefficients
(3, D. But why botherwith Cobb-Douglasterminology? Instead,definer as
= Min(k/kt, 1)
=
...(23)
r = q,(k) =
*A(k)
=*
i(ht
k
K
andjust carryon. In this example,both 0(k) and A(k) have finitemaxima:
Max +(k)
Am = l/kt.
r.. = (I:)(1/kt),Max A(k)
It is shown in the Appendixthat underthese conditions,if n is sufficientlylarge relative
to sc and sw,then accumulationwill proveinsufficientto keepup with the growthof labour
(in efficiencyunits) and k-+0. The specificconditionfor this to happenis that
n> Max [s,,rm,swAJ,]= Max [4Is, SW]kt

...(24)

When this inequalityholds, labourwill eventuallytend to becometechnicallyredundant,
(k, y, w)-+(0, 0, 0), while r-+rm. If, on the other hand, the above inequalityis reversed,
then capitalwill eventuallybecome technicallyredundant,althoughr, not being related
to capital's marginalproductivity,will not tend to zero. We have two possible cases
here:
(i) The PasinettiCase,wheresw<kisc. Here kX = k*, the root of
4(k*) =

i

Min (nt

k)
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Sc

-

n
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>kt in view of (24). Also from (6),
ic 1
>0

k =k01

n

n

SW

SC

k* = SW
>0
n
n
SW9

SC

(y 00 wo) = (1, i).

(ii) The Dual Case,wheresw > .s,. Here k' = k**, the root of

which is satisfied by k**

-

n

1

A(k**) = Min
-W >kt (by 24). Also,

n

c
k= c k**
= rr**=

0;,wko =k**w

(k**)-

k**

-

<

1
SW

sSW

n

r_
SC

(y 00,wa') = (1, i).

Thereremainsthe hairlinecase:
n = Max [scrm,swAm]= Max [4s, S,]1w

Here we have again r = r* if sw<xs and r = r** otherwise. However,k can end up
anywherein the interval(0, kt). If k ends up smallerthan kt, labouris againtechnically
redundantand (y, w)-+(0, 0); while if k = kt, neithercapitalnor labour are redundant
and (y, w)-*(l, i).

The above illustration,in which distributionof income was fully specifiedfrom the
outset, should help to bring home clearlythe basic fact that Pasinetti'stheoremand our
generaltheoremaboutgoldenage identitieshavenothingto do per se with any " alternative
theory of income distribution ".

In general,however,thereis no need to postulateconstancyof sharesas in the above
example. Let, in a generalmodel,the x(k)sharebe specifiedas some determinatefunction
of factor proportions k = KIL, say c(k). Then r = x(k)F(k, 1)/k = 0(k) gives the profit

rate.
Recall that one of Kalecki'stwo theories about profits makes c(k) depend on the
" averagedegreeof monopolyor imperfectionof competition" in the economy. Subject
to the above stipulations,this is an admissabledeterminantof our r = +(k) function. Or
consider a theory of the " just wage ". On Thilnen'sgravestonewas the formula for
the " natural wage ", which in our notation becomes [f(k)OF/LjL]= T(k). Hence,
(Y-LT)/K = [f(k)-T(k)]/k will serveto defineour 0(k).1
XI. A FURTHER NOTE ON FIXED COEFFICIENTSAND
KALDORIAN DISTRIBUTION THEORIES
In the last sectionwe haveshownthat,evenif one discardscompetitivetheoryinvolving
smoothneoclassicalproductionfunctions,anymodelin whichthe profitrater is a declining
1 It will conduce toward stability if f'(k)<O in the diminishingretums case. If f '(k)-+~(k) = h(k)
our differentialequation (5) must everywherehave f '(k) replaced by f '(k)--h(k). This introducesinto
the stability matrixes (14) and (16), and into the coefficientsof their characteristicpolynomial, terms
proportionalto the factors h(k) and h'(k) = f "(k)-+b'(k). For IhI sufficientlysmall, stability is assured
in every case. However, for large h divergences,it is possible to produce instances of instability. One
conjectures,from diminishingretums considerations,that stabilityis always assuredfor I-o' I sufficiently
large. [Note: if wages and interestare to be positive and b'(k)<O,a(k) must be fractionaland obey the
elasticityrestriction: Ec(k)JEk<1-Ef(k)/Ek.]
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functionof the KILratio will obey our generaltheoremsof Pasinettiand Dual type. One
such model, involvingfixedcoefficients,was just exhibitedby way of illustration. On the
other hand, macroeconomicdistributiontheoriesof the Kaldor type which providedthe
springboardfor Pasinetti'sgeneralanalysis,must now be given briefnotice here.
Suchmodelsfarebestunderthe assumptionof fixedcoefficients,for if smoothmarginal
productivitieswerewell definedone would have no needfor a genuinelyalternativetheory
of distribution.' So recognizingthe empiricaloddity of the postulate, we posit last
1 This sentenceis worded crypticallyand could be misunderstood. Marginalproductivity,properly
understood,providessome of the equationsneeded in a smooth neoclassicalmodel for a complete theory
of (factor and goods) pricing. Depending upon the time run, parametersof population growth (like n)
and savingpropensities(like sc or sw)also contributeblades of the scissorsneededto determineequilibrium.
The model defined by our equations (1)-(4), preciselybecause it possesses some simplificationsof a neoclassical model (effectivelyone-sector, effectivelyone capital good, etc.), is useful to contrast with what
appear to be some Cambridgeattributionsof causation. To test the cogency of a line of logic and the
universalityof an hypothesizeddirectionof causation,it is valuableto apply them to bothour neoclassical
model and the fixed coefficientmodel of this section-and to certain intermediatecases involving a finite
numberof alternativeactivitiesor blueprints.
Specifically,assume s1/s, small, and consider f'(k*) = r* = n/s,. Then, in our model, marginal
productivitydoes " determine" the profit or interestrate at every instant of time, but that doesn't deny
that n/se also does " determine" the interestrate in the long run. Both blades of the long-run scissors
count. When we have two long-run unknowns-k* and r*-the presence of two independentequations
is not an inconsistency; it is a necessity. Becausethe long-run " supply curve " is given by the horizontal
level n/s,, while the long-rundemandcurve is the varyingfunctionf '(k*), there is a genuinesense of longrun causation, which we share and also neoclassical writers share with Cambridgewriters (like Kahn
quoted below), that says: n/sc-+long-runr*.
But all of the above is quiteconsistentwith short-runcausationthat runsin quite the opposite direction.
In each short run, let k(t) = K/L be given by past history. This providesus with a verticalshort-runsupply
schedule, which intersectsthe f'(k) schedule of demand. In the short run, for the model of (1)-(4), the
" true " causation seen, in every instant of time, k(t)-+f'[k(t)] = r(t). For this model, capital scarcity
relativeto labouris the key to the level of the rate of interest. Given the saving-investmentpropensitiesof
(3), it is deducedthat positive [r(t)-n/scj-positive k (or, more exactly,kc if sw = 0) in everyrun of time,
so that if initiallyk<k* and thereforer>n/sc, k will be positiveand k will grow,and if k ever attainsk*-the
level of capital scarcity where [f'(k*)-nIscI = 0-then k = 0, and we stay in the k* golden age. (If
one wants to trace short-runeffectivedemandsequences,the CentralBank ensuresthat the marketinterest
rate, R, is put above and below the f '(k) = r level- just enough to induce full-employmentinvestment
without inflationaryor deflationarygaps.) The full-employmentgrowth path of the system as determined
by its differentialequationsis causal, in the same sense that the trajectoriesof the planets around the sun,
following their Newtonian differentialequations, are termedcausal. This is a third meaning of causality
in the presentcontext, alongsidethe long term causal chain n/sc-?r*and the short-runchain k-?f'(k) = r.
Warning: in a two-sector neoclassical model, where the sectors have different intensities and with
production-possibilityfrontierk = T(K,L; C), k(t)-f '[k(t)] = r(t), would be replacedby
[kc(t),k.(t); sc, sw]->[c, kc,kw,r = 8T/8K= OK/8K]
and where we would have to take into account the possibility of multiplicity of short-runequilibria (as
e.g. in the anti-Pasinetticase where sc = sw and capital goods production is sufficientlymore relatively
capital-intensivethan consumption goods production) and of long run equilibria (as in the case just
mentioned,where the ratio of the value of capital to output mightfall while r falls).
In a general, neo-neoclassicalmodel involving a great number of heterogeneouscapital goods and
processes, let [ki, k2, ...] stand for a vector of per capita capital goods. Then in every short run, the
" scarcity" of this " supply" of physicalcapital goods, taken togetherwith the saving-investmentdemandcomposition condition of the model, is an importantdeterminantof the quasi-rentsof all capital goods
and of the spreadof (own) rates of profit and interest [rl, r2, ...]. Thus, subjectagain to the possibility of
multiple equilibria,[k1(t),k2(t), ..., sc, sWI->
[ri(t), r2(t), .. .1. Under fixed saving propensities,steady-trend
technology and population,middling-goodforesight by entrepreneurswho are not in regions of liquiditytraps or profit-uncertaintytraps, and certain nudges from fiscal and monetary authorities, such models
often evolve into a golden age. i.e. [r', rr,
[r*, r*, ...1 wherer* = n/sc; but still the generalcausality
in each short run is from capital-goodsupply and demandconditions to the level and spread of profits;
and in the longest run r* is achievedonly becausethe systemhas broughtinto being throughcapital-goods
changes, and has kept into being through replacementand capital widening, the needed plentitude and
...]

variety and composition of the capital goods vector [k', k', ...]

=

[k*, k*, ...].

[See P. A. Samuelson

and R. M. Solow, " A Complete Capital Model Involving HeterogeneousCapital Goods ", Quarterly
Journalof Economics,70 (1956), 537-662.
As the present section shows, if f(k) is characterizedby fixed-coefficients,marginal productivity is
undefined at kt and there is both room for and need for a short-runalternativetheory of distribution.
Supposenow that many, but only a finite numberof, alternativepages of mechanizedblue prints are
possible. If the alternativesare many and varied, putting r* in differentnarrow intervalswill cause the
processesused to be different(and will usually involve differencesin the calculatedaggregateratio of the
value of capitalto output). Any particularshort-runr can prevailonly if the properplentitudeand scarcity
of diverse physical capital goods is available per capita. Given reasonable, but not perfect foresight,
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section's (1)', in which kt representsthe minimumcapital-outputratio, beyond which
output expands not at all and k is technicallyredundantand before which labour is
technicallyredundant. Whenoutputper capitais givenby y = Min (klkt, 1), the capitaloutputratio equalskt for k < kt and equalsk itself for k > kt.
The Kaldoriananalysisconcentrateson the case wherek is at kt, neitherfactorbeing
technicallyredundant. It does not seemto tell us whatr = 0(k) is awayfromkt, andhence
we must work out the conditionsunderwhichthe systemcould stay at kt.
As both Kaldorand Pasinettiexplicitlyinsist, the theory has a need to stipulatethe
inequality
inequality
<nkt <s,.

... (25)

We shall now deducethis condition as a requirementfor the system'sbeing capableof
staying at KIL= k = kt. Our treatmentis differentin deducing (25) from dynamic
stability analysis of the differentialequation of growth; but more important,it differs
in that Kaldoriansseem to think (25) must hold lest some factor sharebecome negative
or lest some regimeof inflationor of unemploymentbecome chronic. For us (25) must
hold only if the systemis to be capableof stayingat kt; if (25)is violated,the systemmerely
moves, in the manneralreadystudied in section X and analyzedin more detail in the
Appendix,towardk = 0 or towardtechnicallyredundantk>kt.
investorswill start new physical capital goods and abandon old ones at a rate determinedby the over-all
(sw, s,) ratios and the inheritedcomposition of physical capital goods. The result can be an approach
toward a new golden age, with (the vector of) " capital scarcityand plenty " thought of as determiningat
each time the steadily evolving profile of own rates of interest,with no great surprisesoccurringbut with
some people experiencinggood luck and some bad, and with most prudentlyremakingtheir plans as new
experiencewarrants. In moving from a higher to a lower interest rate, any new golden age we come to
is assuredlycharacterizedby definitelyhigherreal wages. And the lower interestrate does reflecta lower
trade-offbetweenconsumptiontoday and consumptionnext year. (Or, more precisely,one gets not more
than 1+ r of next-periodC for sacrificeof each current C; and one gives up not less than 1+r of nextperiod C to get one more currentC; the more varied and-numerousthe patternof alternativeblueprints,
the more these inequalities narrow down toward the Fisher equality IaC,+1/8C,I = 1+r.) Because
multiplicity of equilibria is possible, and " Wicksell effects" of market revaluationof capital can take
place in any direction, one cannot be sure that a lower r' always correspondsto a higher ratio of the
value of capital to putput or even to a higherplateauof maintainabletotal consumptionfor a fixedpopulation; in possible, so-called perversecases, society might move from a high to a low interest rate state
without having to abstain from current consumption goods, instead actually being splashed with a
transientincreasein consumption. Empirically,one expects the blueprintsof technology to be such that
at a lower interestrate, not only are wages higher because of less discountingof gross productivities,but
also because the size of the social pie has gone up, and along with it the size of labour's undiscounted
"productivity"; but exceptionsto this are logicallypossible.
Given the above version of a useful pragmaticmodel, let us examine the Cambridgeview expressed
well by R. F. Kahn (op. cit.). He says: " Thrift is important,however, because it determinesthe real
wage-ratein a Golden Age" (p. 151). We would say, " In our model certainly,and in most realisticmodels
we suspect with great probability,past abstentionfrom consumptionwas necessaryto build up the stock
Golden Age; and continuedabstentionfrom utilizing
of capitalgoods approriateto the high-real-wage-rate
resourcesfor additional consumptiongoods is needed to replace and maintain the per capita supply of
capital goods of that Golden Age. In our model, with interest low, real wages are two ways higher:
outputf(k) is higher and, for each same level of k, less r means a lower subtractionof profit fromf(k) to
get w; and, of course, the effectsof KILon absolute and relativeprofit sharesdependon the (generalized)
ordinaryelasticity and on the (generalized)elasticity of substitution for k." Kahn says (p. 153): "If
two differentGolden Ages are compared,with the same saving coefficientsbut differentrates of growth,
the higher rate of growth is associatedwith the higher rate of profit. This higher rate of profit is to be
attributedto the higher rate of growth of capital rather than the other way around." We say: " The
unobjectionablefirst sentence does not logically (or empirically)imply the second. In our model the
regime because the stipulatedlimited thrift will,
higher rate of profit persists in the higher-rate-of-growth
when L grows so fast, provide capital formation that will preserveonly a low and scarce KIL ratio (or
per capitavector of heterogeneouscapital goods); and the resultingcapital scarcity" explains" the high
r. This is true not only in the simple model (1)-(4), but also in many models with tens-of-thousandsof
heterogeneousphysical capital goods and technologiesand with a large numberof alternativeblueprints.
(Again, there are exceptions. And if Kahn and we drop the assumptionthat s,wis small, we can for some
such exceptionalcases find that a rise in the rate of populationgrowthends us up, for a long time or even
permanently,with a lower rather than higher interest rate. This odd effect is inconsistent with simple
neoclassicalparablesbut not with the general market conditions of neo-neoclassicalmodels.) The cited
Champernownearticle,preciselybecauseit is mathematical,shows that some of what is considereddifferent
about Cambridge or macroeconomic theories of distribution is compatible with complete models of
pricingthat we would espouse.
general-equilibrium
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Begin by supposingsW> nkt. There are two cases of this: sW> sC or s,, <s,. In the
first,we know from previousdiscussionthat our Dual analysismust hold and necessarily
kc-?Owith kw-+k. With capitalists'savingbeing ignorable,the familiarHarrod-DomarSolow formula for a golden-age becomes applicable, namely s/n = (k/y), where s and sW

are now the same. Since sw/fn>kt by hypothesis,the equilibriumcapital-outputratio
must obviouslyend up at k>kt. So kt is not viable.
In the second case, we have sc _ sw>nkt, and the ultimatesavingratio s, averaged
over both classes, must satisfy: s>nkt, and (k/y) = s/ln>kt must be the equilibrium

capital-outputratio. Again kl is not viable.
To completeour derivationof (25), examinethe remainingcase where
Max (s,, sw)<nkt.
Any average of (se, sw) must satisfy s <nkt. Therefore, we find for all KIL that KI/K<n

and k-?O. Proof:

k = s (K) <nkt
(nK)

=

)

nkt Min (

=

n Min (1,

k-k
)-n

Hence,kt is againnot viable.
By examiningall cases, we have shown that unless (25) is satisfiedkt will not be
viable. Regardlessof the distributionof income a, either saving will be insufficientto
widen capitalin balancewith L growth,or it will be so greatas to deepencapitalbeyond
the knife-edgekt. If (25) is satisfied,thereis still no guaranteethat kt will be maintained
and certainlyno guaranteethat from k # kt the system will move in a stable way to
k-kt.

If (25) is satisfiedand if we start the systemwith values of kc and k" that add up to
kt (andif, as will be soon discussedbelow,kc is not too small),therewill existone distribution of income at and concomitantrt- call it the Kaldor-Pasinettione-which will make
k = 0 and hence maintaink momentarilyat kt. While k remainsat kt, its composition
betweenkCand kWwill generallybe changedat the next moment; but if at is alwayskept
adjustedto the resulting(kt, kt = kt-kt) so as to keep k 0, we shallprovethat at a",
a uniqueCambridgedistributionof incomefor which(kc,kw,k) = (0, 0, 0) and at which
rt-r-t

= nl/sc in good Pasinetti fashion. Just why any actual economic system should

go to kt, andmoreimportantly,beingthereshouldneatlysettleinto the (ct, rt) configuration
is a topic that appearsnot to have been adequatelydiscussedin the Kaldorianliterature.
And it is not discussedhere. We merelystate the conditionsfor the existenceof at and
prove the asymptoticstabilityof ott if at somehowis made alwaysto prevail.
Theoremof Kaldor-Pasinettitype. If

C+

=

Min(K, L)

=

k
LMin(k,

),

Sw<fnktt<Sc

kkt

=
kt+kw

kt > nktswk

... (25')

SC-SW

then
(i) therewill exist an (rt, at), given below, that will keep k in (5")of SectionV
zero

IC= (:-~kt) n+ rtkt(sc-sw) = 0, or
t

nkt-s
( scw)k4

t

rtkt

nfkt-sSkt
(sc -sw) kt

...(26)
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(ii) therewill exist a golden age (rtt, att)
n,~ott = rtktnkt..n(7
rtt =
r

c

kt

a

...(27)

yt

with (ktt, ktt) satisfying(26) and (27) and
c

-t

nkt-s,w
(sc- sw)rtt

__

(nkt -sw)sc kt-k-~

and such that
lim (kt, rt,

ost) =

(sc -ssw)n

'

w

c

(ktt, rtt, ott)

...(28)

t-oD

no matterwhat the initial condition kt, providedit is large enough to satisfy (25')
ensuringthat a < 1 in (26).
The proof of (i) follows directlyfrom the indicatedequation(5"). Its common-sense
meaniingis clear: by makingr and a big enough or small enough, we generatemore or
less savingand for one criticallevel rt and ct correspondingto the givencapitalownership,
we can makek/K exactlyequal to n and k = 0. Actually,from the firstequationof (5),
which gives kc/kcin terms of r, and from (26)'s equationfor rt, we derivethe following
differentialequationfor kt in termsof kt alone
n
nkt=

...(29)

s -nkt

Equation(29) enablesus to prove (ii) of the theorem. Evidentlyat kt =0, we get
the uniquestationarypoint, whichcan be labelled
ktt = nkt-s sw sC
S.-SW n

as in (27'). Sincethe generalsolutionto (29) can be writtenin the form
kt(t) = ktt + (kt(O)- ktt)e-nt
the fact that n>0 ensures that e-nt..O and kt4k4tt.

Again the common sense of the

proof is intuitive. If the divisionof kt amongcapitalistsandworkersoriginallyis lopsided
in favourof the thriftycapitalists,rt and at will have to be initiallylow if excessivesaving
is to be avoided. But with at so low, Kcgrowsat a lowerratethan Kw,therebytendingto
make kt less lopsidedthan at the beginning. Thus, the correctioncontinuesuntil k1 haS
approachedthe criticalktt level at whichkc/Kc and kwlKw,as well as k/K, all grow at
rate n.
All the above Kaldor-Pasinettirelationshave a relevance,meaning,and definition
only at the knife's-edgek = kt. For k # kt, they are vacuous. The marginalproductivity
theoryof perfectcompetitionis exactlythe opposite: for k # kt, marginalproductivities
are well-defined-with capital redundantand r = 0 = o(k) if k>kt, and with labour
redundant and w = 0 = 1- oc(k) if k <kt. But at the knife-edge k = kt where the proderivativesare unduction function has a sharp edge or corner, marginal-productivity
definedand the simple neoclassicaltheory becomesvacuous. We might thereforetry to
performa marriageof complementaryopposites,defining0(k) by marginalproductivity
as 0 for k>kt and as l/kt for k <kt, but defining4 at kt by the rt formulaof (26).
What makes the marriageof some interestis the fact that if +(k) is definedaway
from kt by the above marginalproductivityrelation,from any initial k # kt the system
will move to kt in finite time regardlessof how 0(kt) itself is to be defined-a property
previouslylacking in the Kaldorian models. The proof is straightforward. Suppose
k>kt initially. Then oa(k)= 0 and swalone counts. Then always
k/K = (sw)Y/K<nkt Min (l/kt, 1/k) = nktIk<n
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and hencek -kt from above. Now supposek <kt initially. Then oc(k)= 1 and
K/K = (sc) Y/K>(nkt) Min (l/lt,

1/k) = n,

and hencek->kt from below.'
Once we are at kt, if kt is not so small as to be incompatiblewith act< 1, and if r
is put at (26)'s rt level, our theoremguaranteesan ultimateapproachto the goldenage of
rtt = n/sc.

But we musthastento add that whateverthe value of the abovemodelas an exercise,
its economicrelevanceis in our view verydubious. Ourscepticismappliesto that portion
of the path where k A kt as well as to the Kaldor-Pasinettiregime. The 100 per cent
shareof capitalthat correspondsto k <kt is as devoidof realismas is the assumptionthat
L will continueto rise even at an imputedwage of zero. And the zero rate of returnto
capitalassociatedwith k>kt poses equallyformidablequestionsconcerningthe problem
=
of maintainingadequateaggregatedemand. Withinthe Kaldor-Pasinetti
regimeat k k-,
there arisesin our view equallyseriousquestionsabout the relevanceof the model. For
it is one thing to writedown equationslike (26) to exhibitthe valuesof r and acfor which
k will remainat kt but quite a differentone to exhibit the behaviouralmechanismwhich
will ensurethat the actualdistributionof incomewill be preciselythat requiredby (26). In
our view none of the macroeconomic-distribution
writers have thus far been able to
providea convincingformulationof the requiredmechanism.2
The perfectlycompetitivemarketgives supplyand demandcurvesat k = kt that are
coincidentalverticallines over the rangeof wage sharefrom 0 to 100 per cent of national
income. If oligopoly elementsare to be introduced,or nationalcollectivebargaining,a
wide varietyof outcomesare possible. A theory of the corporatestate or of great good
luck could arbitrarilyposit that nationalbargainingresultsin a distributionwhichmakes
the weightedaverageof full-employmentfull-capacitythriftinessjust enough to finance
the wideningof capitalneededto matchthe naturalrate of growthof the effectivelabour
force. That would indeedbe a theoryof serendipity.3 If one posits employerswho make
contractsto hire labourat fixed money wages in the short run and who earn profitsas a
short-runresidual,one must decidewhat theory of price flexibilityand price inflexibility
is supposedto prevailin each run of time. The notion of a floatingprofitor interestrate
r, which floats (in a fixed-coefficientmodel) as a result of flexibleprice/wagemarginsto
producejust that distributionof income that will induce warranted-saving-growth-rates
exactlyequalto the system'snaturalrate of growthset by populationand Harrod-neutral
1 Will any other i(k) function lead to k*kt ? Yes, there are many such functions that will suffice
once (25) is satisfiedwith particularstrength. But if (25) can hold with any strength or weakness of the
inequalities,then only the competitive+(k) can be counted on to lead alwaysto k-*kt.
2 One of us has presented a logically complete (but empiricallybizarre) short-run Kaldorian fullemploymentmodel-the only logically complete model known to us that deduces full employment by a
well-defined dynamic process-in R. Leckachman, Keynes General Theory: Report of Three Decades
(Macmillan,London, 1964), final chapterby P. A. Samuelson,particularlythe equations on p. 344. The
present, long-run version of a Cambridge-likesystem was given by the latter at Berkeley in January
1964.
3 " All this concerns the analysis of relative shares under conditions of full employment. But full
employmentis a postulate, not a result of the theory." (J. Robinson, CollectedEconomicPapers, Vol. II
(Blackwell,Oxford, 1962), p. 157.) Historically,marketeconomies like the U.S. and U.K. have not been
uniformlyat full employment. Their unemploymenthas oscillated,averagingout to where it has averaged
out. But this is to say almost nothing. If one goes on to argue-as Marshall,Pigou and Dr Kaldor have
occasionally argued-that average unemploymenthas been remarkablysmall and remarkablytrendless,
the questionarises as to what one should mean by " small " and by " remarkable". That hurdlesomehow
bypassed, how tempted is one to infer an efficaciousfull-employmentmechanism operating within the
system? And is it supposed to be classical price, money-wage,real-wageflexibility? Is it Pigou-Patinkin
effects? Is it Tobin-Solow central-bankinterest-rateflexibility? Is it New-Deal fiscal policy that negates
or offsets fixed (sc, sw) coefficients? Is it God's grace? Or is it teleological shifts in the distributionof
income between thrifty and thriftless that, in some run of time, assures a stylized performanceof high
employment with reasonable price stability? If you can believe the latter, you can-as the Duke of
Wellingtononce said-believe anything.
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technicalchange,cannotbe left to dependon an InvisibleHandneverseen on land or sea,
in Timbuktuor in eitherCambridge.'
We conclude,therefore,that the writerson macroeconomictheories of distribution
have not succeededin reconcilingthe relative smooth functioningof behaviourand of
share imputationin observedeconomic systemswith the propertiesto be expectedfrom
a fixed-coefficientmodel of technology. This conclusion only reinforcesthe scepticism
generatedby many other types of evidence about the adequacyof the fixed-coefficient
model as a useful first approximationto moderntechnology. Withineach processfixity
of proportionsmay well be realistic,but there are thousandsof differentprocessesin
any modernsociety. At worst the steps withinwhich a is an indeterminateverticallocus
model. In a
are minute,being nothinglike the 0 to 100 per cent of the fixed-coefficient
realisticmodel, we suspectthat relationslike (27) above would only determinethe higher
decimal places of relative shares, a result of limited interest in view of the stochastic
fluctuationsof such sharesanyway.2
XII. A NEOCLASSICALKALDORIAN CASE
However,if one had the empiricalhunch that the elasticityof substitutionis almost
zero about some criticallevel kt, we can approximatethe Kaldorresultsby the following
well-behavedneoclassicallimitingsequence. Letf(k) not have a cornerat kt but rather
greaterand greaterf "(k)curvaturethere,so that f '(k) is well-definedbut becomesvery
steep near kt. Then, for a wide range of n, the system will indeed settle down near kt
(as can be provedby our methods appliedto well-behavedneoclassicalsystems)provided
only that a restrictionlike (25) holds. If in Fig. 4 we drawthe marginalcurve of Fig. 2
as if it is is almost verticalnear its intersectionwith n/sc close to kt, then the long-run
comparativestaticalpropertiesof the systemwill be-to coin a phrase-almost-Kaldorian.
That is a' = (n/s)(k/y) _ (n/s,)kt. Becausek/y changeslittle from kt, the elasticityof
a with respectto sc is almost -1, whichis all that Kaldor'sWidow'sCruseboils down to.
Note thatthis Kaldorianconclusioncomescompletelyfrommarginalproductivityrelations,
once(25) relationshold, therebeingno needfor a genuinealternativetheoryof distribution!
The stylizedfacts of mixedcapitalismdo not, alas, seemto us consonantwith suchviolent
inducedchangesin relativeshares.
XIII. FINAL COMMENTS

We have shown that a one-sectorneoclassicalmodel with two classes of savers, a
class who foreversave a constantproportionsb of their income that comes wholly from
profits,and a class whoforeversave a constantproportions,, of theirincomefrom wages
1 Actually, in a heterogeneouscapital model, where K stands for a vector of diverse capital goods
and processes-alpha, beta, gamma . . . machines, inventories,etc.-there is no technicallygiven kt or
aggregativecapital-outputratio. Thus, in the artificialbut instructiveSurrogatecapital model of P. A,
Samuelson, " Parable and Realism in Capital Theory: The Surrogate Production Function," Review
of EconomicStudies, 29 (1962), 193-206, where an aggregativemagnitudeJ = K enters in the long-run
productionfunction Y = F(J, L), there will be a differentJIL that plays the role of kt for each different
range of long-runprofit or interestrate-r or R. Except for indeterminacyin narrowranges betweenthe
critical R levels at which one machine or another becomes optimal, the neoclassicalequations stemming
from (5) give a better approximationto the properties of this Neumann-Robinson-Sraffa-Dossomodel
than does the implicit theorizingof (26) and what follows in this presentsection.
In a competitive fixed-coefficientmodel, a relation like f '(k*) - n/sc or R(k*) = n/se is lacking to
permit us to solve for k* and all the equilibriumvalues of the system. Formally, the missing equation
k = R'I(n/sc) is provided by setting long-run k* = kt, the minimum technical capital-output (and,
with our conventionof setting A = 1 in Min (Klkt, L/A),kt is also the capital-labourratio at full capacity).
We shall not here explore the possibility of a lagged-adjustmentmechanismof Xck to its competitive
f '(k) level when k = kt and to its a: serendipitylevel as definedearlierwhen k = kt. Call these norms
k =

N(kc, k.).

Then

(Xk =

P[N(kc, kW)-Mk]

will, for proper positive time-constant P, generate together

with (26) a sequencewith the " Cambridge" propertyO#)OCtt, as definedabove.
2 Refer back to footnote 1, p. 290.
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and profits-will, if full-employmentsaving is always exactly matched by investment,
approacha golden-ageequilibriumstate of exponentialgrowth at n, the naturalrate of
population growth (augmentedby Harrod-neutraltechnical change).' We have also
shown that this resultcan be generalizedto some non-neoclassicalmodels. Providedthe
,profitrate is a single-valued,decliningfunction of the capital/labourratio (and even if
competitiveimputationsof marginalproductivitydo not definethis function),there also
existsa stablegoldenage.2 And we have deduced,on the basis of the specialinequalities
and equalitiesposited by Kaldoriandistributiontheory, the asymptoticstability of the
minimumtechnicalratio of the valueof capitalto outputin one particularfixedcoefficient
r

-

-

-

\

\

~~~~~~~~~~n
~~~~~~~~~~Sc
A(k) =f (k)

k

f '(k)
=,KIL

___________________________k

kt
FIGURE 4

A smooth neoclassicalmodel, with low elasticityof substitutionnear kt, yields marginal-productivity
distributionof income that mimics the Cambridgebehaviourequations-as e.g. that a rise in capitalists'
consumptionpropensitiessoon leads to a permanentrise in their profit share. Hence, such theories are
not necessarily" alternatives" to neoclassicaltheories,even if their empiricalpresuppositionsare realistic.

model. But no one yet seems to have been able to provide a mechanism from which one
can deduce a determinate theory of distribution at this critical configuration. If, however,
it is arbitrarily postulated that the distribution of income there will somehow become
precisely such as to keep total capital growing in balance with labour, we have proved
the stability of the asymptotic Pasinetti state with its unique distribution of income.
Our analysis confirms the beautiful asymptotic theorem of Dr Pasinetti for a limited
range where swls, is small enough. And it provides a completely symmetrical Dual theorem
-where average-product-of-capital = nlsw replaces his net-yield-of-capital = n/sc, etc.for the (empirically quite interesting) range where sw/s, is greater than (k*), profits' share
in national income. We have demonstrated that the applicability of either of these regimes
depends on sw 2c sc (where oc is the golden-age share of profits, by whatever theory
determined), a criterion that has nought 3 to do with the issue of whether smooth neo1 The qualificationconcerninga Pasinettilimit cycle of Section 6 is in order here.
When r does not, for some K/L, run the full gamut from infinityto zero, the Appendix shows that
the only asymptotic states may involve k-O, or r->minimumr with k perhaps going to infinity. These
"pathological states" are shown to be also stable.
3 Recall, though, last section's demonstrationthat the Kaldoriandistributiontheory does presuppose
the restrictions,<nkt<s,, which afortiori puts us in the Pasinettiregimesw<a'Sc - Sc.
2
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neo-neoclassicaltechnologiesareinvolved,or of whetherimperclassicalor fixed-coefficient
fect competitionmodifiescompetitivemarginalproductivities.' Dr Pasinetti'sresultsand
our extensionsof them have a generalitythat can encompassvalid theoriesin Cambridge,
Massachusetts,Cambridge,Wisconsin, or any other Cambridge. On the other hand,
we have pointed out some of the real problemscreatedif only a single fixed-coefficient
technology(or narrowspectrumof technologies)is assumed.
Many realisticcomplicationsought to be added to our analysis: the introduction
of uncertainty,for example,and of heterogeneouscapital-goodsactivitiesof the modern
programmingor Sraffatype. Some of these complicationsare quite easily handledby
modernmethods. Some offerintrinsicdifficulties.
But quite asidefrom such modificationof the model,we feel it necessaryto conclude
with a warningabout the extremelyunrealisticnatureof some of our crucialassumptions.
like exponentialgrowth
Our warningis not merely directedagainst oversimplifications,
of the equivalentlabourforce, that are unlikelyto be literallytrue. With a grainof salt,
we cheerfullymake such heroic abstractionsas a first approximation-makingsure to
determinelater whetherthe results dependcriticallyupon the exactitudeof the abstract
axioms.
We are much more uneasy with the assumptionof " permanent" classes of pureprofit and mixed-incomereceiverswith given and unchangingsaving propensitieson
whichall of our theorems-Pasinetti'sas well as ours-depend critically. This assumption
completelydisregardsthe life cycle and its effect on saving and workingbehaviour. In
the first place with a large portion of saving known to occurin some phasesof the life
cycle in order to finance dissavingin other phases, it is unrealisticto posit values for
(sO,sW)which are independentof n.2 This shortcomingis probablynot too seriousand
could be handledwithoutchangingour resultsdrastically.
But the assumptionsof permanentclassesof incomereceiversraisemuchmore serious
questions. Even if we wave aside the difficultyof identifyinga class whose sole sourceof
income is income from capital,there is no reasonto supposethat a personwho belongs
to that class at some point of his life must have alwaysbelongedto it and will continue
to do so indefinitely. In a modernindustrialsocietythe capitalist'sclassis not a hereditary
caste: its membershipat any point of time is far from limitedto people who were born
into it by virtue of inheritedwealth. This becomesespeciallyclear when we recall that
by our definition,the capitalistclass would include retired householdsliving off their
capital. But even the assumptionthat class membershipand saving propensitydo not
changeduringone person'slifetimeis not enoughfor our purposes. Sincepeople do not
live forever,one would have to extendthe asumptionto one's heirs, and their heirs,and
so on, until Kingdom-come-both beforegolden ages are reachedand foreverafterwards.
For, the momentthat one admitstransfersof wealthbetweenclasses,eitherthroughliving
persons switchingclass membershipor by virtue of death, it is no longer true that Kc
and kw are equal to the rate of saving of the respective classes and therefore differential

equationsof the type (3) that we and Dr Pasinettihave postulatedare no longersatisfied.
Thatbeingthe case, simpleexperimentswill show that resultsquitedifferentfrom our nice
theoremscan result.
1 Even without our +(k) function, a necessary criterion for a Pasinetti regime is s, <oc'*s, and a
necessarycriterionfor an anti-Pasinettiregime is sw 2 a**s,. If +(k) is posited, with q'(k)<0, these are
equivalentand only one regimeis possible. Actually, this same conclusionwould follow if r were a monotone-decreasingfunction of the value of capital (measuredin consumptiongoods). If no restrictionson r
are placed, one can encounter alternatePasinettiand Dual golden ages, some of which might be locally
stable.
2 See e.g., Modigliani, " The Life Cycle Hypothesis of Saving," paper presentedat the First InternationalMeetingof the EconometricSociety, Rome, Italy, September1965 (mimeo); and " The Life Cycle
Hypothesisof Saving, the Demand for Wealth and the Supplyof Capital,"Social Research,33 (1966), 160217; and the bibliographycited therein. Cf. also the followingimportantcontribution,which has appeared
since that bibliographywas completed: J. E. Meade, " Life-Cycle Savings, Inheritance, and Economic
Growth," Review of Economic Studies 33 (1966), 61-78.
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Therefore,we concludewith the caution: Beware.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
PAUL A. SAMUELSON,FRANCO MODIGLIANI.

APPENDIX: PATHOLOGICALCASES OF DIVERGENCE
In this Appendixwe analyze certain " pathological" cases which keep coming up
in the literatureand seem nowhere to have been treated comprehensively. The two
differentpathologiesrefer to the cases where k-?O and where k-+co, cases which were
excludedby our assumptionsin footnote 3, p. 269. We now relaxthose assumptions.
First, considerthe case of what can happenwhen k = K/L-+O. If averageproduct
of capitalA(k) and marginalproductf '(k) both approachinfinityas k-?0, as is suggested
by Fig. 2's curves,our generaltheoremneeds no modifications. The horizontallines of
Fig. 2 do intersectthe relevantcurvesand k-+k' >0.
But if one or both of these approacha finite level as k-?O, as in the accompanying
Fig. 5 redrawingof Fig. 2, then for n large enough (or both saving propensitiessmall
enough),the Pasinettiequationf '(k*) = n/sCwill have no root at all and will becomean
inequality. (The n/sChorizontalnow lies above the marginalcurveeverywhere.) If sw
is positive and A(k)-?A(O) = oo, no modificationof our theoremsis required: for even
if n/sc>Max r = rm,A(k**) = n/sw can still be satisfied for k** >0; the n/sw horizontal
intersectsthe averagecurvein Fig. 5, and all the conclusionsof our Dual theorembecome

fully applicable. (The case wheresw = 0 can best be handledas a footnote to the next
paragraph'scase.)
Suppose now that as k->O, A(k)-?MaxA

=

A(O) = Am<oo. Then necessarily from

the familiarrelationshipof identical finite interceptsfor marginaland average curves,
r = f '(k)-?f(O) = rm= Am. With n sufficiently small compared to Max (se, sw) no
modificationin our theoremsare needed, since k-?O will not then occur. But when n
becomes sufficientlylarge, neither equationf '(k*) = n/sCor A(k**) = n/swcan be satisfied;

both horizontalsin Fig. 5 will now be above the averageand marginalcurves; and then,
of course,k is alwaysnegativeand pushesk back to zero. The commonsense reasonfor
this is plain. If effectiveL now grows very fast (and/or if saving propensitiesare very
low), the system will not be able to have enough capital formationto widen capital in
balancewith effectivelabour. The amountof capitalper efficiencyunit of laboursteadily
retrogresses,as we shall see, sometimeswith dire Malthusianconsequencesfor the hourly
wage rate. Let us considerin detailthe differentcases.
(i) n >Max (se, Sw)Am< oo. Then (3) and (5) imply
(k, k, k, y; r, A, a, w) =(O0, 0,O0O; Am,Am, 1, 0)

lim Kc kw K, y = AM[ScS,
sw, Max (sc, sw), Max (sc, sw)]
K' Yj
KC

t -+ (o

Kw'

Kc --1 if sC>sW; Kw _?1 if sw>SC;
K

K

If sW= sO,[ Kc K ] are indeterminate,being dependenton initial conditions.
(ii) n = Max (s, sw)Am< oo, and one of the horizontals intersects the curves at the

Aminterceptlevel itself.
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The same conclusionshold as above, unless A(k) = Amholds for all k in the range
0 ?k*? b>0. In that case k' ends in that range ratherthan necessarilyat zero, just
wherebeing dependenton initialconditions; if also sc = sw,the allocationof k' between
(kr, k') will also dependon initialconditions. (If any K- 0, T/K = 0/0 and by harmless
conventioncan be madeto agreewith all statementsmade.)
Since no modificationsare needed when n <Max (sw, sc)Am,we can complete our
discussionof the pathologywhere k-+0 with a final observation. The fact that income
per efficiencyunit, Y/L, goes to zero in the limit does not necessarilymean that genuine
A(k),f '(k)
+

3

1, 3

2

%%

\

\

f '(k)

.r

x

Ca

o

b
k =KIL

FIGuRE 5
Branches 1, 2 and 3 representvariant pathologies as k->O; branchesa, b, c and d (not shown) refer
to the case where k-+ oo.

per capita incomegoes to zero. Capitalmay fail to widenrelativeto the enhancedsupply

of effectivelabour generatedby the Harrod-neutraltechnicalchangecoefficientn",while
still being capableof keepingup with the n' rate of demographicchange. The condition
for K(t) to grow fasterthan the workforce,Loen't_even thoughn> Max (sw,sc)Amk-O
turns out to be swAm> n' = n-n". If this is the case, the economy is becomingmore
prosperouson a trueper capita basis even thoughk-+0.
If capitalis not growingas fast as the naturallabourforce,it is a foregoneconclusion
that the ultimatelyzero wage per efficiencyunit must also imply an ultimatelyzero wage
rateper naturalunit of labour. But, what happenswhenn'<swAmand K does growfaster
than naturalL? Thereis then the possibilitythat the wage rate per naturalunit of labour
might rise towardinfinityeven thoughthe wage rate per efficiencyunit of labourgoes to
zero. Indeed one might at first intuition conjecturethat this has to happen. But that
would be a wrong guess. The stabilityanalysisof (14) and (16) shows that K(t) grows
asymptoticallylike eswAmt,that k(t) shrinksasymptoticallylike e-(n-swAm)t, and (surprise!)
that w(t) shrinkslike [k(t)]2 or like e-2(n-swAm)t
(this becauseat k = 0 the slope of w as
a functionof k turnsout to be zero). Consequentlythe conditionthat the wagepernatural
L rise is that w(t)ed"t= e(n"-2n+2swAm)t have positive exponent,giving us in the end the
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SwAm-n' for the wage per natural worker to rise, stay the same or fall.

The fact that for a sufficientlyhigh rate of Harrodneutraltechnicalchangen",the > sign
would hold in the above condition,may help to make logical sense of the Marxianforeboding of a progressiveimmiserationof the workingclass due to technicalchangerather
than due to Malthusianbiology. It shouldbe noted that, in the case underconsideration,
so-calledHarrodneutraltechnicalchangeis actuallylaboursavingin the Hicksiansense.
It is a generaltruth that Harrodneutraltechnicalchangeis Hicksianlaboursavingif the
elasticityof substitutionis less than one, and this elasticityis assuredlyless than one in
the neighbourhoodwhere the averageand the marginalproduct of capital approacha
commonfiniteintercept. Note also that what would be neededto help cure this Marxian
kind of poverty-should it ever come about-is moreratherthan less effectivethrift!
The possibilitythat KILgoes to infinitycan now be analyzed. Supposen = 0 and
Min (sw, sc)>0. Then it is obvious that positive saving and investmentwill go on indefinitely,and that K and k will grow indefinitely. Diminishingreturnsimpliesthat the
interestrate will go to its minimumrM. (The right hand of Fig. 5 shows with branches
a, b and c the possiblepatternsof rM.) If somepositivelabouris neededfor positiveoutput,
the minimuminterestrate cannotbe positive. If capitalneverhas a negativeproductivity,
rM= 0. However,it is easy to imagineproductionprocesseswheref '(k) = 0 for a finite
k*; on branchc, furtherk producesa positivegross quasi-rent,but not one largeenough
to equal depreciation,and hence producesa negativef '(k). In this case, income drops
with furtherk, until finallyA(k) = 0 has a finite root k** on its c branch. So long as
s.> 0, the systemwill end up in the Dual k** equilibrium,with
k'clko =0, K/K = k,/K -+O.and r-+f '(k**)<0:
the workersultimatelymakeprofitlosses equalto theirsaving,and enjoyless consumption
than they get when sw = 0. For with n = 0, s,>O = sw,we end in the Pasinetti state k*,
with r-+0, wages-+100per cent y = 100per cent maximumGoldenRule y.
If f '(k) >0 for k <k* but f '(k) 0 for k> k*, A(k) is always positive and for
n = O<sw, k>o forever. However,k/K = k/IKw->0, r-*0, Kc/K-+O,and w-+Max w.
We are in the Dual regime, but with k** = oo, so to speak. (If sw = 0 = sc = n, there
is neveranythingto talk about: the systemstays foreverat initial (k, r, w) configuration.
If n = 0 = sw<sc, we are back to the previous Pasinetti case whether or not f '(k)<0
beyondk*.)
We are left now with the case wheref '(k)>0 forever,and a fortiori A(k)>f '(k)>0.
If f '(k)-+0 as k-+oo, as on branch a, there are still two possibilities:f(k)-ff(oo) <cc,
implyingthat oa(k)-oc(oo)= 0 (just as in the case wheref '(k*) = 0 for finitek*). Again,
if sw>0 at all, the Dual regimedominateswith all that this implies. If sw = 0<sc, the
systemapproachesthe infinitePasinettistate, k* = oo, with kc/k-?1.
Thesecondpossibilityis wheref(k)-+f(oo)= oo. Iff '(k)/A(k)= oc(k)shouldapproach
a definitelimit (and it need not), we are in the infinitePasinettior infiniteDual regime
depending on whether sw > a(oo)sc, just as in the finite case. In the Dual case, kC/kW-+0

>0, whose value can be computedby the
as usual. In the Pasinetticase, kJIkw-?k*Ik*
of
in
last
that
the
equation (6), the ratiok*/k*provesto be independent
happycircumstance
of n (exceptfor n's influenceon k*, of course): it is given by [scoc(k*)
-sw]lsw[l -(k*)],
0),
where here we take oc(k*)= Lx(oo). Paradoxically,although (kCIKc,kwIKw)-+(0,
[(kCIKC)I(kW/KW)1]-+0/0= 1!

The stability of these limits follows from our differential

equations: it can be checkedby workingout the Cobb-Douglascase, since c(k) -+a(oo),
a definitelimit, implies that the productionfunction can be regardedas asymptotically
Cobb-Douglas.
We are left with the v. Neumanncase wherezero (exogenous)labour is compatible
with positive production,and where Min r = rM = AM>O. (To keep the diagramfrom
becomingtoo cluttered,we do not show this case on Fig. 5; but an examplewould be
f(k) = rMk+ ak.) Now c(oo) = 1, and [kclkc, lkw, klk/k]rM[sc, sw, Max (sc, sW)]>n.
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This all holds as much for small positive n as for zero n. With ox(oo)= 1 necessarily,
ratiok,/ko-+OwheneversC> s, as is shownby the aboveformulasor by the generalformula
of the previousparagraph.
Whereasthis v. Neumann case may be empiricallyuninteresting,it duplicatesthe
complexityof the possible case of populationdecline, where n<O. Here again k-+oo,
whenever algebraic n <rM.

We have not giventhe detailed,but straightforward,
stabilityanalysisunderlyingthe
many assertionsof this technical section. A pathologicalexample that embodies the
branch 1 and the v. Neumann case, is given by F(K, L) = FK+wL. Here the fate of
capitalists is independent of labour, r(t) _ r, and K(t) -K(to) exp (Ts)t: for n/sc <r,
k->coo; for n/sc = r, kc stays at its initial value. If s,>>sc, Kc/K,-+O. In every case, K
itself grows at the fastest of the rates (n, scr' swr), so that k- is impossible. If s, <nr <sc,
K,/KC-+O,in agreementwith (6)'s last equationbecausethen a(oo) = 1.

x

